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the Methodist Episcopal and Presbyterian i

churches, have both taken up two moral
aspects of the Centennial’ Exhibition ;

the former, to rebuke what it found rong
Both

very good

"3

MAY.
M
3

be heard at Philadelphia, if the incessant
clamor of the profane press and anti-Sab-

1876.

THE HIDDEN BROOK,
- What is this melody beneath the grass?
Come hither, stoop and listen, —nearer
yet;

And

push aside ‘the , thick and

tangled

net

brakes’ green

the

Of bending rushes and
mass.

Hush, bobolink | and cease to emulate.
Gay bird, thou hast not caught the gentle song; .
Too many roguish thoughts(, geitis
throng,
And mingle in thy carols to thy mate.
But, fresh from graver forest-symphonies,
The winds, in varied movement, low and

Mr.

the

pines

and

birch-trees

may

repeat
sweetest of the meadow's melodies.

"we Seribner.
+o

NEW YORK OORRESPONDENCE.
New York, May 19, 1876.
New York is making efforts to assert
her claim to be the sécond city in the
the

'1t is
not “80

are

when they
Vir.

he was thas enabled to suggest the follow-

ing excellent rules for persons who may
go there;
1. Go. By all.-means go.

And take all

the children who are over twelve years
old.
school

r it is not a mere show.
Itisa
wonderful school.
It does not

give alf

ghe advantages of foreign travel,

centennial

season.

In

fact it is supposed by hotel

keepers

and

others, that the extra people who make
pilgrimage to Philadelphia this year will
sight than the International Exhibition—

New York. Our streets are already unusually full, and frequentees of Broadway say thatun-NewYorkish faces and figures are multiplying
on the side-walks
and
in the frequent open barouches, every day.

Prepatatiohs sremaking to five the thos
of flying visitors
‘worth seeing to remember all their lives—a complete
view of the private art treasures of our

millionaires, who probably have,amongst
them, a more valuable aggregate of pic-

tures than an art census
of sil the rest of
mont, and

perhaps

present.
one

or

Mr.

Bel-

two others,

will refuseto send their pictures to the
Exhibition but not to allow strangers,
under proper conditions, to see them in
their own private galleries; which, to
most strangers will be only a welcome
additional sight. Not less than 300 rare
and choice pictures will be secured for
the general exhibition, it is already ascertained, and the fee for admission will
be trifling, such as merely to defray expenses and prevent an unwashed rush,

ANNIVERSARIES, ETC.
But a small part of alien physiognomy:
of the Broadway crowds is due to the
May Anniversaries, which no longer bear
any comparison to the feast of the passover at Jerusalem.
The Presbyterian
General Assembly, now sitting in. Brooklyn, is a larger body than the outside delegations to all. our anniversaries combined, I presume; yet it certainly is not in
the least noticeable on the streets.
:

THE HOWARD MISSION
keeps up its anniversaries with a spirit, a

prominence and a popularity, hardly
emulated now-a-days by any of its sister
charities. It does a quiet and untrumpeted work, nevertheless, the year round,
among

the decenter

kind

of

non-Catholic people, for
children of widows and sick,
ployed,

or even

vicious

destitute

suffering
or unem-

parents,

The

ion of Dr. Dexter and

and condition the moral, as an indispen-

sable auxiliary. So far as temporalities go
not the least partof its work consists in having morally forced the R. C. church which
sweats so rich a revenue off the earnings

the

to

make

Fourth

the

historian

,

therefore,

active

y

oi

betwe

way

9
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mons ” operates. disastrously pon: ithe 6
ministry,

The pressure on & young
man | a

Dx LussursilNommae ors
a forty wo jE

novice “at
amount of |'
churches,
talent has

Tiegh

Ra

piously wondered

at the mysterious dis-

‘al.— Golden Rule,

|

THE REFORM CONFERENCE.
The conference called by Messrs. Bryant, Schurz, Woolsey, and others, has put
into words—pretty clearly, we believe—
thediscontentand the determination which
animates a large number of the best citizens of the country; and if its action does
not have a sobering effect upon
the Cincinnati

and St.

Louis

gommitssioried officers. This is’| their dispesal, as a nucleus

¢

bv

pensation of God as shown in his remov-

most important battle of the

the “forces engaged numbered
mead 10,000. The glad tidings are de-"
picted
on the’ counter
eof every Cuban’
one ve

theon
ie re

ENGLAND'S ‘REFUSAL. ° 4
Britain has refused tot agree

to

Druin of the Berlin. conference

sion of the three powers,

as

for the ex-

some one of the boarding-house

agencies.

fr

ag vid Dt ‘his ol

WASHINGTON
TON (URRESPONDENOE.

in this matter

AN UNPROFITABLE SERVANT.
MICRONESIA. —GILBERT ISLANDS.

|

Of all the groups of islands in the South

thatin

seem

the hardest

fiéld

for missions, and

here Christianity has made the least progress.

These

fierce,

islanders

independent,’

are

said

to be

quarrelsome

to the liberty and independence
The Conference was only a voice—not menage
It is stated that negotiations
of menace, but of warning—telling all oy.
y commenced for modificawhom it may congern that the time has have
come for the proclamation of a new high- tion of this declaration, so as to induce
er law; of an allegiance superior to par- Englandto sign the proposals of the
ty claims, and stronger than ‘personal Sonfegsfioes. In the meantime England

changes

race.

attends the school

&

'§. ;

and; all

political

‘movements,

were

them was the following proposed change in the
Cabinet: - Edwards Pierrepont, of New York,
to be Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Court of St. James; Alfonso

Taft, of Ohio,
U.

8.; and

to be Attorney-General

J.

Donald

Cameron,

of the

of Pennsyl-

vania, to be Secretary of War. The Senate immediately- went into Executive Session, and the

and

manages to keep at the head of the class.
This he does by cutting off the head of any

one who knows more than he does.

May 24, 1876.

nominees were confirmed

without

opposition. -

Mr. Cameronis a son of Hon. Simon Cameron,
who in politics is called the Modern Richelieu,
and the knowing ones say this means the entire

Asa

consequence of this royal rule, knowledge
is in rather
a backward state
on Apamama.
The missionaries, however, are cultivating
this field With much faithfulness, and are

vote of the Pennsylvania delegates in the Cincinnati Convention to Senator Roscoe Conkling.
Mr, Cameron is an active business man, about
forty years of age, and possesses in his owm
right great wealth. These appointments ares.
generally well received.
FREEDMAN’S BANK.
The committee which investigated the affairs
and management of this institution have made

begun to make nayal preparations rewarded by evidences of progress.
try, and fidelity to the conscience in pubIt is. also reported
INDIA,
lic affairs. This voice had been heard © sei hari Sultad will be com;
The Foreign: Missionary thus speaks of
throughout the land, from ‘pulpit, press pelidio ahd licate.,
the labors of one of the missionary ladies
and platform ; but there was need that it
8% od
[MINOR EVENTS.
’
sent out from America,
‘During the past
should find expression through an organTHN
ew Nork World has “been pur: year Miss Bela visited 95 zenanas. She their report. It is yO severe upon some
ization and medium that would command
hase BY Willian Henry: Hurlberti—- ‘also addressed the gospel to women at 14 ions and i Tooyumbiaidn Hust Prosecution in
attention.— Golden Age.
Ten
white and: eolored, ‘were fairs, and at eight other large

affiliations,—the law of duty to the coun-

‘‘ Whatever

Weekly

happens,

advises

the

its readers

this platform of the

and to so vote

‘Christian

to stand

on

Reform €

flogged at: ihe Jail in Neweaitle: De

of women on the banks of the river Jum- |

Cawor,te

nah.

at the next election as to

Boslihiiiése adiCosts sh

spoke 75 :

4rthnes 4 the #ifoets ‘and "lahies’ ‘Etatirah
of
|
mine ii Chanarhe
rfield ‘city, and 954 timiesin the villages within a

‘Killed

The principal ones we have heretofore enjoy with: Mr. Adams the « sotiscious- the
| county, Va., on Saturday wee
e
Doubtless you will mot: be ness of throwing a 'éonsciencé vote,’
os could have filled a
GENERAL SCHENCK.
‘New HampshireRepublican State Con- Few male miss onar
rs
in preachsuited. Bat you will not be suited if Jou whethier they help # elect a President or
with more abundant labe
year
oe
Py
s
The House Committee on Foreign: Affairs
vention, held in Concord on Wednesday,
select your own rooms; and you will lose not.”
ing the gospel.
;
have submitted their report in: General
elected . seven Blaine and three Bristow
a day in the operation.
MISSIONS
AND
THEIR OUTLAY.
Schenek’s case. They sequit him of any intenIt is to ‘be specially hoped that the delegates to the : Cincinnati convention.
4. Prices
vary from $5.5 week to 85a moral power of the Conference will. be
A recent review of the Protestant For- tional fraud, but ‘censure him for-allowing his
The Republicans of Minnesota, Nebraska,
official position to be used to give credit to the
"day, the first accommodations probably felt in securing, what is most of all to'be
eign Missionary work estimates the numKansas and Missouri favor Mr. Blaine.
directory of the Emma Mine swindle.
very poor, the last certaisly.pretty high. desired, an independent, well-trained and =
ber of missionaries at 2,182, and native
Complete
amnesty
has
been
defeated
OFFICERS OF THE HOUSE.
Christians at one and a half millions, The
Better pay a fair price and be within easy permanent service in all the subordinate
access of the Exhibition, than a lower
price for locations off the car routes. The

best locations are those near the steam-car
routes.

The horse-cars ¢an not accommo-

date the crowds.

Get rooms and breakfast

or breakfast and supper. Do not pay for
a dinner; you will invariably dine or lunch

on the ground. Take a lunch-basket and
conveniences with you, if a family party
is going.
5. Plan

to stay at least a week.

You

¢an come away sooner if you see it all, or
get tired. Tt will take a day—and a busy
day, merely to see what the Exhibition is,

The rest
of the time can ‘be profitably
spent i study of details.
6. Some preliminary study is desirable,
indeed almost or quite essential, to get the
real advantages of the Exhibition. A Take
a good

newspaper.

report of it—there is

the

not

before you cast the final

have

lived its

votes

to remémber that this reform

for your

news from Turkey says that 30,000

dered a.million realsto be sent
to pay the troops.

way, it will do so by so casting its yotes
as to defeat you this time; partly

in the

hope that you may learn’ wisdom by that
kind of experience, and partly because,
if the country must stumble and wallow
there

are

nota

few who would be very glad that ‘‘ Res
publicanism” should not have

Take no advice

even

the

oat

OF

from

any

when

it resolved,

That

the

Western

Unitarian Conference conditions “its fel
lowship on no dogmatic

God.”

-tests,

but wels

published in‘the Morning

an

among

Freewill

Baptist

churches, and on their return to India, took

with them the first F. Baptist foreign misa’ sionaries, Revs. E. Noyes and J. Phillips, and

Itis a proposition to’

and there was no necessity for'a néw

re-

solution on the subject.
S000
+o

their wives.
Mrs. Sutton ever remained a
warm friend and patron of the Free Baptist

President Grant

on Monday,

nominat:

and Donald Cameron,

Simon Cameron, for Secretary

son of

of War,

The nominations were at once confirmed,

by the Senate.

|

A ‘SEVERE HATL-STORM.
A severe hail-storm passed qver Morristown, N..J.,on Sunday morning week.

Some of the stones were as large as hen’ 8,
The windows of cltur ches, stores

58 houses were destroyed ; green-h us-

‘es were stripped of every, pane,

were tufned
stroyel,

It was on the occasion of a

call on ber in company with Rev. James L.
Phillips, just before the latter sailed from

ed ' Attorney-General Edwards Pierrepont for minister to Great Britain, Alfonso Taft, Secretary of War for Attorney
General,

meeting the writer of this memorial tribute had with this ¢ saintly and now sainted

'| missiongry.”

IMPORTANT NOMINATIONS.

9. Cut this out and put it in your pocketbook for future reference.

I

re-

But if you do not, remem-

HED

On which

Star, and led to

the fopmation of the Freewill Baptist Foreign Mission "Society. ’ Soon afterwards,
Mr. and Mrs. Sutton visited America and

rally around nothing<just about what Foreign Mission. The tidings of her dethe Unitarians have been doing all along, parture; bring vividly to mind the last

ber that a soft answer turneth away wrath.

haven't"

our contemporary

marks:
‘¢ We should call this rather
‘uncommon
‘circumference’
than

common center.”

familiar with none. ,
8. Keep
cool."
Keep good-natured.
You will probably find everybody else

good-natured,

A PIONEER ‘MISSIONARY.

search of a ‘‘ common center” for the ing spirits, He at once wrote him an
liberal minds of the West to rally ‘around’ | earnest, pathetic letter. That letter was

thorough,

Be civil to everybody,

to Cuba

nominal responsibility of that sin and, ‘arqund him. Mrs. Sutton told him of the
x powell Baptist denomination iu her native
shame, —Congregationalist.
d, whose theological views, she, stated,
§
. The Standard says that the Western were similar to the General Baptists, and
conference of Unitarian churches was if that Elder John Buzzell was one of its lead-

all your jewelry. Nobody will be looking
at you. Take little money. For exigen-

one not in uniforni.

Bul-

"Mrs.
[Elizabeth Hubbard Colman Sutton,
widow of Rev. Amos Sutton, died in Boston, April 6, aged 78. To her, under God,
the Free Baptist Foreign Mission owes its
origin.
During a trying crisis of the
General Baptist. Mission in‘ Orissa, Mr.
Sutton became despondent ,in: view of the
paucity, of laborers. in the great harvest

and proportionately profitable.
comes all thereto who desire to work
7. Leave your fine clothes at home, and with it in advancing the Kingdom ‘of | labore® much

of policemen.

revolu-

movement,

‘ means business;” and’ that if it can
bring you to your senses in no other

‘on for four years more,

Senate.——The

tionary State government is in full power at Viera Cruz, but the political situation
Js continually changing.——The latest
gariang have risen in insurrection.—
The Spanish minister of finance has or-

candidate at Cincinnati, you will do well

country. Read of its principal products
and manufactures. Then when you go
you can examine understandingly what
each furnishes. If you take notes as you
read and notes as you afterwards examine,
be still more

will

Gentlemen of the Republican party,

Then take country by

your study will

spoils,"—it

short life in vain.— Zion's Herald.

probably none! better than that in the New
York ‘“ Tribune " of May 10. Get. down
your cyclopeedia.

in the ' French

departments of government.
"If it should
ultimately prove the death of the corrupting doetrine, that *‘ to the victor belongs

ey

and the fruit utterly

de-

Boston for India.

As we were

about tak-

ing Teave,, ghe very quietly placed $600 In
his hands for voyage expenses.

Mrs. Sutton labored 87 years as a foreign
missionary. Shé sailed from Boston for

yearly outlay for this work amounts to a
little more than five and a half millions of

dollars.

Considering the fact that Protest-

ant missions on the whole are not 100 years
old, and that their effective labors do not
extend back through more than two generations, ought to silence the cavils of those
who say missions are a failure.
Great Britain leads the way in this great
enterprise with 1,060 missionaries, 1,116,227 native Christians, at a yearly cost of
$8,075,440. Next come the United States
native
188,671
with
460
missionaries,
Christians, and an annual outlay of $1,780,-

including Switzerland,
199.
Germany,
stands third in rank with 502 missionaries,

127,414 native Christians, and. a yearly expenditure of $485,000. Holland furnishes
43

missionaries,

counts

87,226 native

up.

ScandiChristians, and raises $46,800.
navia has recently entered the fleld and
stards last in the list, with 45 missionaries,

:

The House of Representatives seems to have
n° unfortunate in the choice of its subordin-

Ey officers. Six of these appointees have
already been dismissed, and charges are preferred against others.
Fitzhugh, the Door-keeper, was set adrift qu
Monday.
Very serious charges were made

against him of fraut and crime heretofore committed, but the immediate cause of his dismissal
was a very foolish confidential letter which he

wrote to a friend. The friend made the letter
public and it has gone the rounds of the papers.
He describes himself in this epistie as being a
more important man than any Member of Con-

gress, indeed, he‘says

that members of the

House come to him in a beseeching tone and’
attitude and solicit favors at his hands. He
told his friend that a double team and carriage
was furnished for him at government expense,

and that he was ‘ abiger man than old Grant.”
The truth is, Fitzhugh’s antecedents; are bad
and his old friends had to give him up, and he

departs for Texas never to return.
DISTRICT AFFAIRS,

counts up 8,836 native Christians, and an , The House Committee on the District of €o- =
Jumbfa have, after a protracted investigation

annual outlay of $8,500.
EE
Mt hE
a

into the management of the local administration

e

of the- govérnment

PERSONAL.

made

ANNA DICKINSON is thirty-three.

MINISTER ORTH hag Tesigned the Austrian
mission,
JOAQUIN MILLER has acento the invita.
tion to deliver the poem at Dartmouth Com-

mencement,
Tax Hon. John J.

.
Redick,

of Omaha,

has

been appointed U. 8. District Judge for New
Mexico.
GEN. GEO. B. MCOLELLAN has been ‘invited
to deliver an oration on the Fourth of July
Binghamton, N, Y
:

in

a fearful

-and

of this ten’ rifles square,
damaging

report against

many of our local officials. Unless these gentlemen have some conclusive, rebutting testi-,mony to set ‘aside the charges made, it will go,
hard with them,
MISCELLANEOUS.

Mr. Blaine is still ill, but convalescing,
and it:

is thought that he will be out in a few days. It.
was proposed in the committee yesterday to

bring home from Europe Mr. Caldwell, the
railroad man, who sold the, shares of stock’ to

Mr: Scott, to ascertain whether he will cohfirme

i| Mr. Ss statement that Mr. Blaine
had no direct
nor indirect interest in the seventy-five ‘bonds
DoM PEDRO" lias kivén ‘a “New Haven, Ct.,
firm an order for ten lawn mowing machines, of the Liftle Rock and Fort Smith : Railway. :
This motion was rejected, as was also a motion.
to be taken torBrazil as specimens,
Mi. ROBERT C. WINTHROP has been elect- to call hearsay witnesses to testify.
ed President, with Mr. Charles Francis Adams

and Mr. Emory Washburn Vice-Presidents

of

the Massachusetts ‘Historical Society.

MR. ALEXANDER AGASSIZ
has been elected
to fill the vacancies at the three prominent
Zoological and Natural
Europe formerly filled
Louis Agassiz.

History Societies of
by his father, Prof.

Most of, the time of thie Senate is_devoted in

secret session to a discussionsof the question of*
jurisdiction in the Belknap

impeachment case.

Tt is now thought that a decision will not be
reached this week, but just how long.id wilk
take to determine this issue no one:can, tell.

The House Committee on Expenditures in

the Navy Department has employed Alexander
Delmar, the so-called statistician, as an accountant. This is the gentleman. emiployed some

!
HON. 8.D. HASTINGS, former State TreasColman, who died July 4, 1829, Just on urer, of Wisconsin, and a prominent temper- years since by the Secretary of the Treasury to
ance worker, has just returned from an exEx. the eve or the Burmese war, in which the tended trip to Australia where he spent some’ compile certain statistics for the London
position. In giving the boundaries of our
Judso
fered so much, she went to Cal- time in lecturing and promoting temperance
country, he said that the United States was
cutta anll taught a mission schookfor girls. organizations,
bounded on the north by a chain of great lakes
In 1826, hie married Dr. Sutton, English
THE * Blanche Rosavella” about whom the which were not navigable. Mr. "McCullocts
‘General ‘Baptist missionary of Cuttack. London papers are saying such flattering saw fit to suppress this statiitical document of
Here she engaged actively and earnestly in things on the occasion of her recent debut at five hundred pages. Ho may be a competent
mission-work; especially in founding asy- Covent Garden in 1talian opera, is a Chicago ‘and an expert accountant. I, presume the:
lyms;
riorphan children. "Here she'is re- girl, by name Blanche Tucker.
committee think he is.
Secretary Robeson
hag written & letterto this
yered bythe hundreds who: have directly | Mz. EpwiN O. CusaMAN, of St. Louis,to
or, indireptly Jearned from her lips the story whom Miss Cushman appears to have left the comniittee demanding the privilege of meeting
PHAROS:
of the! cross.
After the death of Dr. Sat. bulk of her fortune, is Vice-President and ‘an his accusers face to face

Burmali in 1817, as the wife of Rev. James

HE

»

1

ities

AC

SAGES hoi

ht

.
a

taken completely aback at what occurred om:
Monday. Scarcely had the Senate convened
when the President’s private ‘secretary appeared with alist of appointments, and among

a

Eighty known murders and one case of
cannabalism- had’ occurred during seven
months previous to Jan., 1875. Christianity and dress go together in the South Sea

and, is a “islands the king

intervention,

WASHINGTON; YC;

*

‘CABINET CHANGES.
The most knowing people here who pride
themselves on being able to forecast all cabinet:

Sea forming Micronesia, the Gilbert Islands

to Turkish affairs. The, point
h England principally. objects is

hes

Conventions, then

iv

.

penses of the un
+) I only desire to be known

You can not afford

Exhibition, but the crowd.
3. Unless you mean to remain in Philadelphia more than a week, write and en.
gage
a room beforehand. Write to your
friends, if you have any. If not, write to

©

already been pushed into a premature | af
fierce
eng, mont,
dessionto the English crown, was Non rapui into
tha
grave by sermon-loving congregations,
ug th
wr
y. ‘The loss of the Ir the committee of the Church
18ed recepi—* I did net steal it, but received.
who, proud of their eloquent minister, | Spy :
i
roughly éstimated as Society are prepared at onee and with it.” This being shown to Dean Swift, he said,.
goaded him on, by their applause ag'truly bees
1000 ghd 1500 men killed, energy to organize a mission to the Victoria with a sarcastic smile: * The receiver is as bad...
I shal
account it a high privilege a the thief”
as their exactions, to his death, and then
‘and prisoners,
with the loss of toNyanzas,
place five thousand pounds ($25,000) at

trip around the world.

2. The best time to go is either the
month of June, or the months of September and October. . Mid-summer is too hot ;

horn And; she

fionaty Society

ciple of armed

means go.

3 5

a
wrote *séyeral

g of Uganda, Africa, sent the following

sum then being $17,511,306. na ; pice or

icle.

by all

ima

Mr. Stanley's communication from Mtess, |

a need there was of just such a movement, and also how vigorously it ought
to be followed up.—Examiner and Chron-

your cigars for a year or two—but

Co -

bY

ak

the other hand, you
weck of the producof all nations than
to learn in a year's

it? You can not afford to stay at home.
Wear an old dress for another season,

or of dhe Missouri’ Furna

pany, an extensive iron interest.

An English géntlemin, whose eye fell on

peived
The popular rage 'to hear

14

day—rddiant ‘at’ at the age of oo
64

lk 4 Sumer
was a lifeke

ons:last bi

$6,077,461

inthe

3

number of
0 aeMagazineThe May
says—* Hers

at

$4,000, | the Missionary’

tle
thaw
of w litloss

tions of personal liberty, he weakens con-

fidence by sinking
partisan.”

n

the people. But, on
may learn more ii a
tions and industries
you would be likely

Hatch,) and his associates, who have so
ceils
CE + A——
eed
long and patiently pushed forward this
cause, have not been idle, for want of
A gentleman ‘once calléd on ‘the late
subjects for charity nor of zeal.
Mr. Astor to solicit a donation for a charitHe gave five dollars.
Jerry McAuley's' Helping Hand for able purpose.
Men;in Water street, which I have made “ Why, Mr. Astor,” said the solicitor,
familiar to your readers,is of the same “How is it you give so little? "Your son
family, in the same ward, and enjoys thé John, Jacob gave us one hundred dollars.”
same generdiis auspices, and yet is as « Well, replied the’ old ‘man, *“ be could
different in individuality as any. thing afford it. ' He’ has ‘a’ rich’ ‘father and 1
‘

abe

fense of the ‘Puritans in all: their viola

over $30,000 by the H. oward Mission, in selfish people always have the best times,

could be.

4

passed her late years in a quiet home.

« when

ward for the education at least of the little 4 Yield. ' Be crowded rather than crowd;
paupers who mostly own her as mother. and do not forget that though selfish
Let the collection,
d, disbursement, of people sometimes get the best places, unthe past disastrous business year, show
that the banker philanthropist (M. A. 8,

his book

a.

in 1654, sire SAA : Boston, adi

-

it will be all the more evident how great

chief work is mission work proper, teach- Jeles get a country draft on a Philadelphia
bank. Do nothing to fead the pickpockets
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There is a prevailing

opinion

opportunity offers, which is

everywhere, and whenever, which is al- ways, would bring such strength and
blessing to us as a people as we have
~not yet experienced.

Seal exprestos gif arge
gion religious
.

:

lon.

Hamlas

jt

ONS

gatherings are doing this as fast as they
are held. But each individual might do
the same, and

at

once.

onlya postal card.

It would

We are glad

cost

to ob-

Aguin, the Quarterly Meetings

in favor of opening on Sunday, and

should. Isit not very desirable that every
one of them pay more attention to organ-

ent, was addressed only by

ized benevolent work,~having, for instance, a missionary “society, Home and

ans from among

the clergy.

Unitari-

But

while

the buildings themselves are not open,
the drinking saloons are, so that there is

Foreign, an education society, a temperance society, in each Quarterly Meeting?
And then if they could be required to re-

still occasion tobe solicitous over the observance of the day.
PA

port

their

work,—how

much

had

been

done for missions, how much for temper.
ance, how much for education, indeed, how

a

* JHE CABINET AND THE PRESIDENOY.

Tt would be decidedly mean to say that much for Christ and humanity,—at each

“General

but they are
it was

only the graves of it®awn dead that each

——ANNIVERSAR
WEEK.
Y
The exercises of anniversary week are now held in so
are not | many different places
that their glory
has almost departed. The great Baptist

at which it was stated that several distinguished clergymen were to be prestwo

day ‘are

the country ought to live.

serve that the recent meeting in Philade]-

_ phia

Yearly Meeting session, would there not

Grant had entered the presiden-

the President .is now doing.
.

words

what

be

carefully . weighed . and

heeded. |: i fF

The ap-

Jl

11

duly

i

Some expressionon theSabbath observance
‘question, ‘on the Bible-in-school

pointment of Donald Cameron to be Secre-

tary of War can not be easily. explained

Denominational Pets.

and skill of women is present in the other buildings, supplementing and coiaplementing the work of men,
In every
building, in almost every case, from [the
most delicate and beautiful painting upon procelain to the pasting of labels,
from burnishing guns to the making of
cigars, they everywhere make an exhibit

won

Warning and Appeal.
One of opr aged and worthy ministers,
evidently in sore distress over what he

A good commencement has been made i,
Orissa.
Seed has been sown, which is

ination, writes to warn us against contin.
uing in it, and to appeal for more spirituality and righteousness, He urges that

already taking deep root and springing
up. Some has ripened and been gathered
into the garner of the Lord, ** The wild.
erness and the solitary place is becoming

the matter be earnestly discussed at the
approaching Yearly Meetings, and steps

glad,"

taken toward a higher plane. After explaining the methods of work employed

light. Judge Bangs, the U.S. District

Attorney, saida good

deal

and

Sharon” and * the lily of the valley"

well when in his opening address

to the

who handle, and the men

who

drink it.

Mr. Ingersoll, of the counsel for the defense, stated an equally terse truth when

By the testi-

mony of the former it appears

that over

$100,000 in cash was paid to him

by

the

distillers as a corruption fund,and which
was used for the double purpose of buy-

rm

it

has also

shown

per.

———————

A

——

A

orb

Winisters. and Ghurches,

Samson shorn of his locks. Our weakness

NINE wero recently baptized and added to
the Round Plains church, in the Ontario y,
M., by the pastor, Rev, C. Baker,

on its Biuges,

a call tothe pastorate of the church at Far.
numsville, Mass., and has entered upon his la.
bors with quite encouraging prospects.

is too

much

the

case,

making

us

like

Now what

Riv. F. REED writes that he

Sted

the remedy?

Tt is'too plain

to be mistaken ; we need to' turn

old paths, though, perhaps

to

the

Bro. 8. D. CHURCH

has accepted

has already entered

with

a little

haps the remedy might be found

in hav-

upon his pastorate at Taunton, Mass., and that
is now his P, O. Address.

Christian Association, every member to
to work effectively first over against

week on his way to the pastorate of the Pine

than formerly.

Per-

ing each church become a band of workers, somewhat like the Young Men's - REV. R. L. HOWARD, lately of the Fairport
fis own house, and

(N. Y.) church, made

St. church,

then extend it out as

in

us

Lewiston,

zeal for the Master,

openings can be made, or opportunities
found. - Not only let all our charches do

things, to do his

a

pleasant

Me.

He

call

last

is full

of

and anxious, above

will.

May

the

all

Father bless

both the churchesto which he goes
which he has left,
os

and

that

BRO. GEO. G. CLARK is doing a good work
among the freedmen in Amelia Co., Virginia.
They are represented to be strongly Free
Baptist in sentiment, and we trust that they
may be directed by wisdom and grace. Besides our prayers these dear colored people
help

utmost

should receive our

direc-

all

in

tions,
EAST PENFIELD, N, XY.

Through the hard,

the needed steps taken for a rally in every untiring labors of Rev, C. B. Hart, pastor of
direction and
us a move be made all, thé éhurch in this place, many souls have been
along our line? ‘True a lay brother is converted. During the winter he conducted a
doing noble service here and

there

now,

series of meetings which resulted in the oconversion of, at least, twenty-three souls; and,

a few churches are alive and stirring, but
we need the whole to take the proposed

of this number eighteen have united with the

ing the silence of the officials and,‘ run- stand. By this move, interests weak and
ning” , political campaigns. The trial almost ready to die, may be revived.
has shown these men to be deserving of The promise is unto two or three. Even
eternal infamy ; but

their = sweetest

forth

fume.

this, but all our students at school and
he said that ‘ nothing fits a lie but an- teachers also. Should every one of our
other lie,” The two principal men made thousands enguge in this heartily as his
infamous by their own testimony design- ability and opportunities will permit, and
would
ed to purchase immunity for themselves as he consistently can, the change
be most wonderful in our ranks. We
by convicting others, were Rehm and should
rise and shine gloriously becoming
Hesing, both prominent political leaders like an army with banners. The thin
of the until recently dominant party in certainly is feasible, for every one can
city ‘politics.
These men, heretofore what his ability and opportunity will alpartners in crime, now naturally enough low. ‘Shall not this matter be taken np
by all our coming Yearly Meetings, and
seek each other's downfall.

send

shall

y back and let him manage affairs, This

said it more systematizing

jury he said that whiskey was inherently
a corruption and demoralizer—demoralizing alike the men who make, the men

<The Uesert shall blossom gas

the rose.” Where there is a moral waste,
beeause ‘‘ man is vile,” ‘the rose of

frauds, furnish abundant material for
has become great on this account. ' The
moralizing.
Men who thought { they minister, however faithful, can accomcould touch pitch and not be defiled have plish but little, the Subgvegation coming
found out their mistake. The ‘ft bottom and going much like the door swinging

facts” have come to light, and very ugly
facts they are when seen by ‘honest day.

to Chrigt in that far off land, while

our churchesat home have been invig.
orated and strengthened by what they
have done to save the perishing heathen,

by the Fathers, he says:
We have backslidden in regard to due
activity on the part of our luity in the
great
Christian work. Our custom has
argely obtaided to hire a ‘minister, and
—2=A NEW ILLUSTRATION OF AN OLD
set him at work in the pulpit, while the
TRrOTH. The facts developed in the reple fold up their arms, sit deliberate-

cent trial of ex-Supervisor Munn, charged
! with complicity in the Chicago whiskey

church, making twenty-seven that he has baptized since he has been with us. There are

others standing
as candidates for baptism. A
good interest still continues in all of our meet-

that number with due effort, self reliance
and faith in God, will receive the divine
aid and accomplish much.
H. Q.

ings. Brother Hart and family have found
warm places in the hearts of the people of this
church and community. It is the prayer of

LR
ad
Our Foreign Mission,
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
Forty-five years ago the Freewill Baptists were not doing anything for the

all that the blessings of God may

attend

while they live,

them

8S. M.

have reposed in me, either now, or in
the future. Whether I remove east, or

remain on the coast, the future will show
that I am one with you in all your work.

practice, or that our Baptist brethren of

drawn attention away from the compar-

the

atively few meetings that are still held
in Boston. But these meetings which
are now in progress, promise to. be

fully up to the average

interest.

Pacific coast

vanced ground

have

taken

the

ad-

heretofore occupied by

their Moderator ? The latter, we could

strongly hope.

The

quarter century anniversary exercises of
the young Men's Christian Association in —— Tae OLD South CuurcH. The deMusic Hall Sunday evening were really molition of the Old South Church, Boston,
interesting. ' They consisted of a service. about which cluster so many associations,
of song, and ‘addresses ‘by Rey. Joseph is mow going
on. The strong effort to re-

ciety, and the

Congregational

which latter will constitute
the week.
.
ad

hundred thousand

souls, independent of

a great number of hill tribes.
all these there were

ary stations.

prayer meetings are well attended and are rich
in interest. Congregation increasing constant.
ly. 8S. School numbering 100 in which all
ages are represented from childhood to old
age. The utmost harmony prevails among the

Among

but three

mission-

He described the ways of

the heathen there, it being the headquarters of India idolatry and the site of

Juggernaut's

infernal shrine.

His

brethren, and young and old are working with
a will, taking the text of our introductory

re-

sermon as their motto,

quests for help for the conversion of
pagans there, were touching. Near the

will arise and build.”

close of the letter, in ringing tones he ut-

Some months after, Eld. Buzzell had
this letter inserted in the Morning Star
and made a reply in the spirit and tone
of the letter itself. ‘He called the attention of the Denomination to the mo‘the con:

version of (idolaters © to Christ.
He
it will be among the things that were. ° Jt suggested efforts be made to send at
was Built in 1730, was desecrated by the least one or two of our then small num-

British in the Revolution, and has passed

It was the buildingof the third Congrega-

tional church organized in: Boston; having

societies,

been forged in 1669.

the feast of

ber of ministers to go far hence

Gentiles, and ‘ preach

to the

ae

WESTERN.

,

REV. O. E. BAKER, of Wilton, Towa,
consented to supply the Hillshoro’ church
the balance of ‘the year, we learn,
‘THE Lord has rewarded with success
labors of Rev, B. L. Prescott, pastor of
Gobleville and Waverly churches, Mich.
the 7th inst. Bro. P, baptized thirteen and

Mr. Sutton aad said, ‘* Missionary ef-

forts would not limit"

our

exertions at

invigorate

servants

Lie

unsearchable

riches of Christ to the perishing.
home, but expand and

!

the

his

MIDDLEPORT, O. The church in this place
has, during the last fouror five months, been
wonderfully blessed. Prof; Dunn first “held a
few meeti
to good
ngs
effect; which were fol
lowed with a series of meetings by Rev. W. J.
Fulton. The members of the ehureh were unusually active in labors to promote the work,
were
and from week to week addition
s made.
The whole number added, since the work commenced,is between eighty and ninety, ' at of
whom, except about a dozen, are’ converts.
Thisis emphatieally ‘a sel-working
church,
and now they see the reward of their labors.
} on
‘S/H. B.

tain it as & historical relic failed, and soon

safely through several destructive fires.

we

F. E. Davison.

«May 22,

tered the old Macedonian ery, ** Come
then, my American brethren, come over
and help us.”

mentous . interests . convened,

“The God of heaven,

he will prosper us, therefore,

them.

It would spread life and zeal und love
throughout all our churches.” ' To this
Eld. Buzzell responded by asking, “Who

has
for

the
the
On
re-

BRIEF NOTES.
question, and kindred subjects, as helping ~—MR. WiNsLow
AGAIN.
The way of
A wots rights daughter who bea
to
make
up:the
popular
verdict
on
these
ceived them into church fellowshipat the for.
some time ago that such was the prothe transgressor is certainly hard
; in Mr. | mother’s name has added * Jr.” thereto, so as
can tell how much God may do for us at mer place. On the following Sabbath, at
gramme, but it ‘Seetiéd so" Tmprobable matters, would not be out of place. |
Winslow's. case. | The extradition de- | to be even with the men who
are named after home while we are striving to promote Waverly, assisted by Rev. J. H, Darling, fortyThese are only a few of the things that bate has been a perfect Tantalus
~ «that it had been nearly forgotten when
o
to him, their fathers,
two were baptized, a large number being
on any other-supposition.

‘It-was stated

the news came last week : that the appointment
had really. been .made. » The
~history of the thing. as it has come down

“Sous, ruse in about this way: Mr. Simon

might occupy the attention of the Yearly
Meetings. Besides these, and in part depending on them, is the subject of church
of education,—

extension, the promotion

now encouraging him to. believe that his.

release was near at hand, and then
dooming him to further imprisonment.

He is now remaidedto. jail dil ‘the 317]

We, want to remind the pretended author of
‘ Home” in last week’s Star that we used to

read the same piece

i

daily at distriet

"

Townes
The
king Fourth
of one Render,”
of the Gilbert

school

in

a

Tslands atsCamneron ‘says to the President, in effect, we want a denominational feeling for our / There is just “a possibility that he will be
«You take my son into the Cabinet, and I own schools and colleges, and a disposition given upto U. 8. officers at. that time. tends a missionary ‘school and keeps at the
| nead of his class by beheading anybody who
will take Pennsylvania to Cincinnati to to patronize and help them,—and some He is described as haggard and worn, appears
to know more than he does.
systemof itinerancy that shall keep our and fully convinced that he.
wote for Senator Conkling, ., .
=
would have
The Chicago Standard looks remarkably
work.
at
ministers
unoccupied
Now.
it must be confessed
that the cargot along better on the whole if he had fresh dnd attractive
in its new dress; Looking at
In all these matters ‘we want unity of behaved himself.
Tying out of such a scheme would be a
its open,benignant face one would hardly know
misfortune. In the first place it puts at } dction,~-not merely a ‘unity of tolerdtion,
it from its open communion neighbor
ithe head of the War Department a person

whose only reputation
i that he is the son

of

lies
his

in the fact
father,

which

may be worth something or nothing ac-

« cording as one looks at it; and in the
second place it would put at the head of

« + the Nation a person whose reputation is
|. . considerable
to be sure, but unfortunate“ § i. dy.the reverse of what most good citizens
« “could wish it were.

§

\..Theré is just this about it: Mr. Conk-

sig probably couldnotbeelected to the
f.. A

person with

a

clean

record and without bad alliances is what
the

ple want. “Tht
1s "the * kind ‘of

but of sympathy, sentiment and conviction.

know

s06d 36

4 fixing" of things of
5

that’

sepvide reform, and economy in the pub-

Megtings, and plans

i

Rey. Dr. F. L. Patton, the
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The Methodist Conference, having settled the
editorial contest between Dr, Curry ‘and Dr.

the precious cause abroad?

The

proba-

heads of families.

bility is,that we shall be rewarded sévenfold in our bosoms.”

;

‘This was the beginning of missions in gether and were baptized at thé same time.

our Denomination,

bas

Nd 2 bap
AAA TL |

hv.

V

J

; when |

| they preashs and Arminiens
are:
wd

wl 3

ve

add

Several more ‘of the converts will follow
soen.
¥roM Hudson, Mich., we hear cheering

These appeals sent a

thrill to hundreds and thousands of ptous

hearts in all our churehés.

A few doubt-

ed and hesitated, but to the more earnest

news.’ The Lord has blessed our, brother,
Rev. H.G. Woodworth, in his recent labor

was wanted to do it.

revived and many quickened into fruit-bearing

part, duty was plain, and an opportunity
1882,

.it

having

been

And

there and the result is ‘Several baptized, some

as early as

announced

life, The prospect for our cause is emcouraging. Among the converted are some prominent men and women, and some noted skep-

that

tics. - The various churches have been sharers
in the work and some 150 additions are report-

Quirterly Peetings.
ATHENS Q. M.—Held its Ma 7, session with
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§ to the
next
session.
werd
apgoi HE of the Rig Bivor
Ministerial Brethren: I, Z: Suutng, H..J.

home. But is there anything discourag-

os is fearful tan baok,'t

church,

Tasting: over the

telling spesch be | IDE #8 t0,0ur mission in. Orissa ? Is any
Confere
thence
other | One disheartensd ? If there be" pin
‘

day, that, Calvinists ste’ Arm

‘About a thousand people

gather
to witness
ed the scene. Six husbands
with their wives went down into the water to-

money for the mission ii prospect might
We need to be doing more of that kind of
be sent*to Eld. Buzzell, offerings to the
work that isto benefit not merely local in- just nominated
by electing the latter, has elected Ex- | Lord beganto flow in. The first
Gen. G. C. Smith of Ken- Fowler
Senator Revels to be editor of the New Orleans | sionaries, Noyes and: Phillips, went misterests, but the denomination itself.
out
tucky for President, and G. T. Stewart of
Christian Advocate:
But in all the planning that may be
17d
in 1835. So our mission in India is forty
Ohio for Vice-president, demands the
It'is stated that Di. Charles Howard Mal- years old.
done at the Yearly Meetings, let us re- prohibition of all traffic in
alcoholic bev- com has received a three thousand dollar call
member that the results are to depend on erages in the District of Columbia
What is now to be said is this. It has
and to a San Francisco pastorate
is presumathe work that follows it. We can not the territories, an amendment to the bly that recently occupied by. Dr.It Sawtelle.
been
a labor, a struggle to maintain it
Sometimes funds have not
stumble or drift into success. God helps | United States Constitution making proThe good workof last summer is to be con- all through.
those who help themselves. ‘Rely on hibition universal ‘and ' permanent, th tinued this season at Chicago, in the mainte- been what were néeded. ‘That is espeSome of'the 'misof 8 Floating’ Hospital to care for the cially the case now.
Providence as we may, it is yet truc_ that. suppression of gambling, polygany, and | nance
those interests flourish best that receive the social evil by law, the maintenance | sick childrenof the poor. Daily excursions | Sionarigs have fallen in death at their
along the lake shore where pure air and good | posts. Others, again . and . again, have
the most of consecrated human help.
of our public schools and the Bible: .in Hulshig
a Ariens will be had during the failed as to health in consequence
of: px
| Now,
if these matters and others like them, an internat
. peace:
iona
doing
much. much to
code,l a cere: th : Churches aare doing
cessive
labor
in
tropic
heat,
and
80
' ha
ur
the work,
a
over ‘at the Yearly national currency
on « specié basis, ‘civil
| them, could be
PROHIBITION.
The platform of the
National Prohibition’ party, which has

work be done, the whole ‘dénothiiation | lic service.
4 ‘to

|

lament that bus efforts have
iv
| many fold ' greater. Many have been

ly satisfactory. . Much of the handicraft terms our backslidden state as a denom-

The correspondent adds. ** The speech
was brief but significant.” Does this
as ,
has lately been claimed, that
gatheringin Buffalo, the Methodist con- mean
‘Dr.
Sawtelle
has substantially abanferin
enc
Baltim
e
ore and perhaps the Exdoned
his
free
communion views and
hibition in Philadelphia, have this year,

‘fial campaign in behalf "of His favorite’ be a gireat gain over present conditions?
se. if some- Cook, Geo. H. Hepworth, and
Conkling,if one hadto rely ‘wholly on Think" of it, brethren, and
Governor
Rice. "The Association is in a flourishing
« his suspicions for his -authority. For
column ‘has ealled condition. The other organizations to
in another
A brot
her
that would be conduet,56 grossly wnbeattention'to the spiritual -condition of the hold meetings this
coming a President that every patriot
week are the ‘various
denomination, and will perhaps have more Tract and Bible societi
- would well blush for his country.
es, that to aid\disto say on the same subject. Let his charged convic
Unfortunately, there is almost no ‘help
ts, the Colonization Sofor it but to believe that that is just

can not be

regret that the Denom;.
n Foreign Missions? ;
possible. But many mug;

EAST ANDOVER, N. H. It is with pleasire
that we report through the columns of {he
located, that have not had their tribute of ~——DR. SAWTELLE'S POSITION. Accordflowers. And this year, even’ the graves ing to the Standard’s report of the pro- conversion of the heathen, In June, Morning Star, the condition of the church, at
East Andover. The Lord has been here in
of Revolutionary heroes are included, so ceedings, the California Baptist State 1831, Rev. Amos Sutton, a General Bap- great power during the past
winter, and the
tist
missionary,
sent
a
letter
to
Eld.
John
that the sentimentof patriotism will be Convention, recently held at Sacramenblessed influences of his spirit are still with
broadened, for it will embrace both the to, elected Rev. Dr. Sawtelle moderator, Buzzell, then one of the editors of the us. Sunday,
the 14th,we had the privilege of
soldier who died to establish liberty and whe on taking the chair made the fol- Morning Star, pleading most earnestly -weleoming nineteen persons into the fellowthat the Denomination would engage in ship of the church, fifteen by baptism and
him who fell to preserve it. It will al- lowing remarks :
it both an honor and a privi- Foreign Missions.
He gave an ae- four by letter, making with those who have
so greatly help to dissipate tho Hugering lege1 esteem
to presid
e meeting. § am cout of the largeness of the field. where come in before, twenty-one who have thus
at this
hittowneess dao still affects a few both
th you, one with you.
united with the church within a few weeks.
You shall have he was, the province of Orissa alone
North and South, and bring us nearer to
no causé
regret the honor
you have having a population of one million three ‘We are contemplating another baptism soon,
the actual state of brotherhood in which. conferred toupon
when we trust many more will join us,- Our
me, or the i
ce you

great. They ought not to be left to resist it alone. The Christian sentiment

of the country ought to'make some prac-

Iiarhing ip » Prime Recesslty. for nation en

need to

of the Blue or the Gray, and wherever

The
]
pressure upon the
Centennial | 8
“ Commissioners,to induce them to open
-the Exhibition on Sunday, .<is still very

aria”

TOPI08.
~—DECORATION DAY. The associations

first

will

Who're not afraid ato die.”

Dogs any one

the

graves in the North and Union graves in how corrupt other once honest men have
the South were left without a flower. Of become who committed themselves for
course the grief and pathos of the day the sake of office to the ring managers of
thus had an element of hate injected. the political machinery.
We hope the
But latterly the graves are few, whether lesson will not be lost.

/ hood work, real personal labor for Christ

.

*

At

work,

“ We call for valiant hearted men,

of dkill that can not be classified nor sepvaripus arated.

S. K, Leavitt, of Cincinnati; Rev. A. A:
Miner; D. D., of Boston; Hon. B.' D.
Townson, of South Carolina; Hon. Wil-

none the less intense.

in

served as obstacles in making it perfect-

EB

W. H. H. Murray, D. D., of Boston ; Rev.

changing with each year,

find

bear in mind one or two points that have

Pape

section of country decorated, while rebel

all the forces, whetherof heart or head;
: in our ranks.
Family work, neighbor-

wherever

exhibit of woman's

Economical, Legislative, Political,
Religious aspects. The following, a

Decoration

——

Exposition, who expects ‘to

Educational and Scientific, the Social

that cluster around

when they pray.” This is good news; the
Lord knows just what to do with poor praying,

Women's Department & full and'complete

fully-prepared papers by able wri
from both sides of the Atlantie, upon

others, have consented to prepare

‘this is, not a

WOMAN'S WORK. ' The visitor to the

will be presented giving a general hijtory of temperance work in this
other countries, and of the various nati
al temperance organizations ; also es

lar should be applied diréetly to that work.

The

delegates.

observes,

*

Ti will

men of our own country, and many’

tinguished

ahaa

canbe made to serve a useful purpose.”

of well-kno

representative temperance men

~

good year to throw away votes, if they DUE

in the Arch Street Presbyterian Chirchy
June 13, for a three days’ session,
me
isesto be ‘the most important Wyrld's

There is work that imperatively needs to
be done. = By attending faithfully to that liam B. Spooner, of Mass, ; Miss Frances
work, courage and hopefulness may be in- E. Willard, of Chicago; Miss Lavinia
fused into the denominational heart, and Goodell, of Wisconsin; Mrs. Helen E.
real success speedily follow. Let us indi- Brown, of New York.
cate a few of the matters that could be
All churches and religious bodies, as
profitably attended to.
well as all temperance organizations, are
One of our pressing needs is of improve- invited to send delegates; all national
ment in the conduct of our benevolent en- bodies at least seven, and all churches
terprises. The tendency nowadays is to and local organizations at least two deéledo benevolent work in the most economical gates. The Secretary of the Internationand at the same time in the most benevo- ‘al Temperance Conference Committee is
lent way. There is such a demand for J. N. STEARNS, No 58 Reade 8t.,N. X.;to
money on all hands
to carry on missionary whom all communications should be "adand similar work, that every possible dol- dressed.
’

. They may

without.

time,

ed directions.

member of the Father's family be left to
he

same

ing to make them profitable in much need-

be sensitive, or diffident, or necessarily
kept away from
religious meetings.
“Seek them out, learn their doubts or
fears,
and be a light to them. Let no
feel that
~+home.

its

tian Weekly

THE YEARLY MEETINGS.

Watch oyes.and help the converts.
They need just the direction that Christians of wisdom and experience can give
them. Many a young person, yielding
to the first discouragements that may beset the convert, has given up only because the needed words of help and innot

and

>

ps

to represent it, what then ? As the Chris-

Probably three-fourths of the Yearly al Temperance League; Rev. Da
Meetings will hold their sessions in June. Burns, London ; Hon. James Black, of
The most of them are already appointed, Pa.; Rev. Dr. Holbrook, of Syracuse;
and we trust that the brethren are prepar- Rev. Dr. Thompson, of Chicago; Rev.

* on, they will be sober, they will have no
-liguor at their head quarters, and they will
dnvite nobody to drink. Can any other
state match that ?

struction were

TN

pointment is received: with rather cold or to open the discussion upon
grace after'the defeat of such a man as topics : Hon. Neal Dow, of Maine; Hon.
Mr, Dana. In the case of each of these Wm.E. Dodge, of New York; Rev.
appointments the Senate gave nobody |
time to make charges of any kind of
piracy, but speedily
confirmed
the
whole.

New Hampshire has done a thing that
we are proud to record. The delegates
that she has elected to Cincinnati are every
one of them straight temperance men.
Whatever stand they may take in the convention as to candidates,—for
they are unpledged,—there is this that may

Cabinet,

possible accompaniments, are not in harmony with this demand for reform that
itis so bitterly taken. ‘But. the unpopularity of it may after all defeat the possibly bad ends that the movers had in
view.
There are some good things attending
it,however. For to make place for Cameron, Secretary Taft is transferred to the Department of Justice to succeed Attorney
General Pierrepont who is made minister
to England. Judge Taft will be a good
officer anywhere.
Mr. Pierrepont we
trust will turn out better than his prede-

for publica-

of money,

TEMPERANCE OONFERENCE,

us in

ence which will convene in, Philadelphia,

* slon should be addressed tothe Editor, and all
«vJetters on business, remittances

Tr

Cu

our politics if we would long have anything left that is worth saving,
It is because the appointment of this

J

Editor.

designed

NI

ER

The International Temperance Confer-

Ee

All communications
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| fumerous ways that it is time to reform

6. ¥. MOSHER, Editor.
A. H. Huling,
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Religious Wiseellang,
The entire cost of the fountain placed by the
. Roman Catholie Total Abstinence Union of
“ America, upon the Centennial grounds will be
$32,000, Of this amount $81,000 has been
collected and paid to the contractors,
The Baptist State Convention of Kansas will
on June 0.

The

Bruce’s school at July, Persia, hoa been
by the Persian authorities at the inof the Romanists and Armenians,
Whately’s mission, at Cairo, employs a

head native

missionary, six male

and

male teachers, and a Bible-woman.

six

fe-

A new Jewish synagogue, the property
Sinai

Cengregation,

‘was

|

dedicated

of.
at

Chicagoy April 7. Tt will accommodate 1,000
persons. The cost of the building did not exceed the original estimates, about $70,000. It
was consequently opened without any debt.
The Independent says that the disestablishment mevement in England grows and grows.
A’liberation society was organized some years
ago, for the purpose of agitating the question
and enlightening the public mind on the subject. Two years ago a special fund of $500,000
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, deceased $100,000.
In Scotland the Baptists

have

doubled in the past six years,
seventy churches,

more

than

They have now

Rev. Dr. Ingram of the Isle of Unst,mentioned a few weeks since as one of the oldest
preachers

living,

birthday,

April

celebrated

8th.

He

his

is

hundredth

spoken

of as

“ Father of the Free Church of Scotland,” and
as being still a fine old man, with his facul-

ties clear,

Unst
is the

most

northern

of the

Shetland group, and Mr. Ingram has been
there since 1821; was licensed in 1800.
The
venerable pastor came of a stock . remarkable

for longevity, his father having lived 100 years,
and his grandfather 103.
The IMlinols State 8. 8. Convention was held
last week at Jacksonville, The attendance was
unprecedented, over 2500 people being present
from abroad. This is mainly accounted for

by the presence of Moody

and Sankey,

the

former of whom was elected President of the
Convention. The occasion was ome of great
interest tothe Sunday school cause.

The “National Christian Association, ”opposed to secret societies, propose to hold a con‘vention at Farwell Hall, Chicago, on June 20.
Some
interesting statistics were presented ad the late General Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church,
The aggregate number of Sunday
schools
in the
Conférence

is

19,287,

with

207,182

scholars

and teachers. Since the last General Conference 73,874 members of the church and 476
ministers have died; during the sume time the

net increase of membership: was 159,286, and
of ministers 1,224; and the total. number admitted to fellowship within the past four years
was 234,640, the total membership being 1,680,
589 and of ministers 10,028. The whole pumber of churches is 15,688, with a value of $14,
- 441,834. The number of parsonages 3,017, val
ned at $9,781,628.

The frontier Congregational church of Kan.
:8a8is at Garfield.
Although it has neither
pulpit, Bible, hymn-books, nor

a commnnion

get, it has a congregation which is in earnest
enough to put up a ' neat house to worship
ing

iw

The Baptists of Wisconsin are making an
- effort to raise $50,000 for the endowment of
Wayland Institute, The sum of $20,000 has
been bequeathed to found a Ladies’ Depart
, ment, on condition that $20,000 shall be added
to it. A legacy of $12,000
has been made. to
go to the Institute if it vhall be permavently
established.’
There are sixty-five schools in connection
with the Presbyterian chtirches in the Chicago
Presbytery, having a. membership of 11,000,
including pupils, teachers, and officers.
Rev, "Henry Ward Beecher preached at
Ithaca; N.Y, before the Cornell University

students, on Sunday, the 21st inst. That institution ‘has’ adopted the plan of inviting
Preachers of the various denominations to fill

the college pulpit, fnstead of having a settled
pastor,

- Rev.Dr. George . Peck, brother of Bishop
Peck, ofthe Methodist Church, died on the 21st,

“inst., at Seranton, Penn,, aged 79 years.

Rey. Dr. Hall, Whohasboepa | Frofesar jo

Auburn Theological Seminary

years hag retired on an,EE ori

- the rest'of
his life.

THE

lady, Resently

MORNING

FLLSWORTH Q, M. willbe held with the church at
Walker's Corner at So. Brooksville. June 16-18,
BENXJ. PENNEY, Jr., COM,

STAR.

We waive all considerations f modesty,
and let the readers of the STAR know what
some of its friends say about it.

The Principal of one of our leading institutions of learning wrote not long ago:
“Ihave read the STAR from boyhood. It was
never better.

It is good enough.”

We can hardly agree with that last sentence, but shall forego no effort to approach
that standard.
.
*

A

leading

Congregational

clergyman,

now holding an important pastorate in a
New England city, wrote in January :
* Among men of the journallstic profession it

minister

in* New

ATHENS

Q. M. willbe

held with

beginning August4.

1 believe that it has a brilliant future, and that it

Lodi

to the

Ontario

Y.

Mission

Society.

city Iowa per Mrs E

Msin St ch Lewiston Me per Mrs R

200

4.00
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vil

will come
they will
be met and taken to the place of meeting
if they notify
H. Ranny, of Salford, and state by what train they
will come,
8. HARRINGTON, Clerk.
.

FRENCH FREER
eM, ill be eld with the SherN.
¢hurch, June 9,
¢
R. MARTIN, Clerk.
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18 destined to rise higher and shine brighter.”

NH.

X

8t,church,, pean

In Strafford, 20th inst.of
son of Nehemiah and

M. will be held with the Me:

“I qsteem the MORNING STAR as among the
choicest sources of knowledge, important alike
for man’s intellectual and moral growth,”
.

To the same point the missionary editor
of one of the organs of the Mefhiodist

church says that he finds
“‘ Few religious papers more complete
STAR in its missionary intelligence.”

than the

These are only a few of the extracts that
we have on hand from similar sources.
More of the same kind will perhaps follow
in a week or two.
Meanwhile, here are
clippings from a few of our exchanges :

“The MORNING STAR, the organ of the Free
Baptists has entered upon its fifty-first year. . . The
STAR bas shone with a clear and steadfust luster
from the beginning. Itis edited with ability, good

TM
«Ww

Perhaps no

“The
Freewill

MORNING

STAR

Baptists, and,

1s the organ

of the

say with heartiness,

one of the neatest and sweetest of all the papers
that come under

Dec. 80, 1875.

our

notice.”~Congregationalist,

The above may serve as samples of what
we have a large number of; more of which
will appear in due time.

The following letter ‘was received a few
weeks ago from a Freewill Baptist minister

In a Western State:
J\

| :
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Rhode Island Association.
The annual meeting of the R, I. Association of Free
Baptist cliurches will be held with the Roger Willam’s church, Providence,
Rev. A. H. Heath, pastor.
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medicine. It til makes the most effectual cures
of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that can be made
by med cal «kill. : Indeed the CHERRY PECTORAL
has really robbed these dangerous diseases of
their terrors, to a great extent, and given a feel
ing of immunity from thew fatal effects, that is
well founded if the remedybe taken in season.
Every family should have it in their cloget for the
ready and prompt relief ot its members.
Sick.
ness, suffering, ang even life 18 saved by this
timely, protection. *
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taste, and good temper.”— Advance, Jan, 20.
“The MORNING STAR, the vigorous and catholicspirited organ of the Free Baptist Church, enters,
with’its last number, upon its fifty-first year, having completed its half century... We wish our
Freewill brethrea the largest success and usefulnes as they enter upon’ their new era. They
have good reason to be proud of their sheet, for
its ability and high religions tone. "ew Zion's Herald,
June 18.
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76 East Ninth Street, New York.
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A missionary ‘in one of the Southern
States writes to congratiilate the management of the Star in its Missionary work,
and says:
A
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Died

une
Te

5" For Sale by Booksellers and Music Dealers.

ing it up Without experiencing any soreness. No
stable or family
should be without ii. THOMPTo & BROTHERS, 17th and Vine Sts., Philadel.

risburg, Pa.

N. H, CHARITABLE S0C. will hold Ils annual meot-

a
jhe Merrimack
bef SW AM,

‘Words only, $5 per 100 copies; by mail,6 cents.

Gout,

hand on a rusty nail, applied the LINIMENT, heal-

16,by Rev. B. 8. Manson, Mr, Moses
| C. Boghilier
iss ig hyBaghel Ider.
Woburn, “og May 20, by Rev. E.' Mills, Mr.
Hi Maden, of Newton, N. Fh rs Miss Caroline A.
Roundy, of
At the residence of the bride’s father, May 23, by
wv. A. F. Bryaat, 3} George
F. Bateman, of East

Confer
by Rev.

SONCS

ht pond only. Song Hoo k used by Messrs,
Moopy and
edb and
HITTLE and Bliss, in
their Gospel Meetings.
Price,
in Boards, $30 per 100 cordes; Ne
re,

Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
A valuable horse had Swellio and Hard Lumps
in his Throat; could got swallo 3. 2p lied GILeS’
LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA;
ntly soreness and lumps disappeared, I ol” and cut my

Ma rried

be held with the |,

The Ministers’
§ sermon

OSPEL HYMNS
AND SACRED

Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,

man,

“MWA

by mail, 35 cents.

The Moody and Sankey Son Book,

Pradford, Mass.

Face Ache, Rheumatism,

beautiful
bes Songsorfor Lines.
Classes, Schools and

Price, in Board Covers:

830 per 100 copies;

E E.JOHNSON,

GILES’
INIMENT
OF AMMONIA

Cures

3.00
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Me per Mrs 1 M Pease
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‘ ais
Children, for use in

at home.

IN AMERICA SHOULD BE GRACED BY A COPY."

Wotan 3 M iss Soc Agency

» DAVIS, Clerk,

PARTIES coming

BROOKS,

Sunes FOR LITTLE FOLKS

and

oN enatta Slaasiat ind
eneral course of study.
Alte preparatory depa
nt. Provision made
optional. courses. Full corps of competent
teachers. Year commences —_ 29. For pe ,
lars or admission apply to

N. H.

¥. B. Woman’s

church,

W. H. MCNEAL, Clerk,

Rev. J. H. Walrath.

blessingof God, the MORNING STAR has already
accomplished a great and’ glorious -work for our
denomination, but its mission is only well'begun.

the

N.
Manchester,

HILLSDALEQ. M. will be held with the Fairfield
church, gnenclug June 23, Frenne
sermon by

ing sermon yi, Rev.
falo at 9, A, M. hd

“Through the untiring efforts of the fathers,
and those who have controlled its issues and the

A friend, TM ac, pei 8 Curtis,

ENOSBURGQ. M. will be held with the. church at
East Farnham, P, Q., on the last Saturday and Sabbath in June. Conference Friday preceding, at 2, p,
M. It Is desirable that the churches all represent
themselves,
«Jd. RUSSELL, Clerk

[the STAR] is regarded as foremost in its true
NY.
Christian liberality, its sweet courtesy, its intelli- | HOLLAND PURCHASE
Cherry Oreek church, N.
gence, and its skilled and able Editorship.”
hoy pre)
1, at 10, Ao
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ACADEMY,
for
young
Building unsurpassed in arrangements for comfort and health of pupils. Twenty.
five acres of ground, twelve in wood lot, laid out
| inin pleasant walks, the remainder adorned with
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A slate
«I for Miss Crawford,
Cape
per A/ F Hutchinsou,
Prairie EE
Fig
L« Palmer,
Kawena, as Jer

[Book OF
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Publisher's Hotes.

us heir of the Duke of Modena he can calculate on an income of $50,000 a year; Lord Ripon gave him $50,000 outright; a Belgian convert, $40,000, and a

WATERVILLEQ. M. will hold it
t sess
W. Waterville, commencing Wednendny. June soda
F.W. Fousox, Clerk,

Price for any of the above books, in board covers,
$30 per 100;3 by mail, 3B ots.

save money, and visit
he wise is sufficient.

i

This work hasa world wide

reputation ; over 1,600,000 copies sold.
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of Austria

re, sterling Melodies,
Mel
by same authors,

A There will be many, who resorted to the
fashionable mineral springs in by-gone years,
whose pockets will not permit them to leave this
:
year, as all must visit the Centennial, We advise
Al
been. & eh 3 JI Son such to buy
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was created and the work was carried on on a
sessions of the Convention have formerly been
’
| larger scale, At the last annual meeting, held mec.
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+ THE OLD FRIENDS.

Where are they scattered now,

;

years ago a bad crack was

The old, old friends?

flow,

But never, from

of

show

A message sends.

°

Some meet we oft amid

Life’s common ways;
And then, perchance, a word
© elares
“That warm

or

smile

hearts throb beneath their

de-

load

of

cares;
For love grows om, like
tares,
Till barvest days.

wheat

among

the

~‘ But some are fallen asleep;”
The words are sweet!

+0, friendsat rest beneath the blessed sod,
My feet still tread the weary road ye trod
Ere yet your loving souls went back to God !—
When shall we meet ?

0, Thou divinest Friend,
‘When shall it be
That

I may know
white ?

them

in

their

garments

And see them with a new und clearer sight,
Mine old familiar friends~made fair and
bright,
Like unto Thee!

—Sunday Magazine.

THE CLERGYMAN AND PEDDLER.
A clergyman who longed to trace

Amid his flock a work of grace,
And mourned because he knew not why
Yon fleece kept wet while his kept dry,
‘While thinking what be could do more

Heard some one ripping at the door,
And opening it, there met his view
A dear old brother whom heknew,
Who'had got down by worldly blows
< From wealth to peddling cast-off clothes.
“For since the summer you withdrew,
My-cenverts haye been very few.”

can,” alte peddier said, © unroll

“1

‘perchatice to ease your soul,

* Semef

~Andfo cut short all fulsome speeches,

©

Bring me a pair of your old breeches.”
The clothes were brought; the peddler gazed,
said, “ no longer be amazed,

And

The gloss upon this loth is sach,
I think, perhaps, you Sit too much,
Building air castles bright and gay,

*

eriesto supply them with young lions
for household pets. The whelps were
of a royal breed, the regular Numidian
variety. They were costly, it is true,

were de-

terred by no such considerations, and
every family, of the least pretension,
was obligedto have a Numidian cub.
| It was the fashion, and the very presence of the little lions gave a stamp of
respectability to the mansions where they
were reared.

Now

it happened

before these

lions

passed along that way,

pam-

pered and caressed in every household,

The nap from. neither knee is worn.

restrained intimacy,

He who would great revivals see

his

Must wear his"pants out on the knee.

saying that these cubs were
lions, and would soon be gre

horror,

then

—Cong.

he o

Meve,

we

be-

and vénerafed as the birt -place of

and

the

homes

Would

be

‘would

fill those

parents’

too late.
they

hearts

But they scoffed at his words;

even.

took

their arms,

the. lion-babes

and hugged

themin their bosoms,

them,

and

tawny maues, and said,

of declaring the colonies free and in-

dependent States.

It was a very momen-

on carpets,
floors.
and

and

their independence?

in

‘and laid

stroked

in

gambol

their

them,

‘The “declaration

would

‘be

treason

against the king, to be punished with

the

lossof all their property; and with death

. fos
itself. Let the children,
Fo

who

nd

~and
they

now hail

Hamre; Boke thot
anxiously; those) PRUHGIS IMEI when

were about to take the final vote on
~«& weston upon which so many and such

- aveighty interests were depending.
It ‘was

understood ‘that

the decision

+ was0be made that day, and thousands
of peoplé had ‘gathered

.. waiting to ©:

frst,

in the streets,

word

of,

intel

. ringer
Nad gone up into
the belfry, (o be

I sendy 19 ing. ont,1 welcome, sonad

over

senses ; we see outselves

that

they

are

ing to make assurance doubly sure, and
really desiring the safety of {Heir

Fm

house-

a

holds, called in the doctor's(D.
clearly, and opened their

D') and

doctor's books

(not _the, Book, .however,). and. .said,

they Hebvews

yeas: +R

Ahronghout aii te TA Loy

ntoklBL pe
all

the

ol

Rei

a

'"

4

g

’

4

g

* :such a mofo, was:now in fact proclaim
te

dox families

ote

of our ortho-

wo §acady their little ones

Cand forests to encounter

grownup Numidian

lions, . Of ¢ that we

:

These cubs are

houses,
the ‘children play ‘with

yeny presenge of their watch-

SD
here) presse no harm, no
dspgery
7 Only) £4 two” of the doctors

ruled

were

over:

Bo the traveler, silenced,

convinced, passed

on,

and

the

if not
families

ordered a fresh supply, and the trade
lions throve mightily.
:

in

he was suddenly a full-grown, dreadful
lion, ns they beheld his bloody ‘chops,
glaring eyes and lashing tail, and beard

should be passed. There were, however,
lays in ‘making ready for the

I, Was @inost two o'clock In the

id the ‘old man ‘shook his
+ head doubtfully, “muttering to himself:
. * They.will- never do it! They will never
«do it." “At las
a loud
t hurrah was heard

Ny

.

Sou} inal ih story hs: people fn ius

the | re ler

the pet was there, and they realized

hin roar in

of

that

thugrder’ that shook

{the a fhe gu the house—
\
* I'have devoured your baby ; bring all
the children in, that I may eat them

up!”

+ Then those parents ‘saw

thi

j

two alone. + With God's help build your
own quiet world, not allowing your dearest earthly friend to be the
confidant of aught that concerns your domestic peace, Let moments of alienation, if
they occur, be healed at once. Nevér,
no, never speak of it outside, but to each
other confess, aud all will come out right.

Never let the morrow’s sun still find you
at variance. Review and renew ' your
vow ; it will do you gdel, and thereby
your souls will grow together, cemented

Ob
ryeTe

FAOTS.
India, China, Cochin-China and other

portions of

South-eastern

can bé success

ns of ‘Eagope.

Q

In

, Louisiana,

roling,

lina, Tennesse

South Cito-

ede
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ties are cultivated, T
from the Carolinas.

, 420 kbown

x

varie-

In Indi bd FoyBen Jit grows
ter justhe

rainy season commences and

a

epongh.io

kep its. h

-ahove

the

mi ed.
nl des
se
it leaves t
y for the
to
ripen. In the last’ nated country it is
the chief articleof food, and when thé rice

crop is cut off, a terrible famine * prevails,
So the people have great reasofi to rejoice
when the crop is a good one,
Trae

FORTUNATE

ISLES,

The Canaries

off the LT
coast of Afiica which
have belonged ‘to ‘Spain since the year

1498, are-generally believed to have been
the ‘Fortunate Islands of the ancients.
From their locality, it is probable that the

mee Sl lg JE
Carthagipjaps. visited Ay

: ‘ahd

em written by Juba, 4 Moorish 1

were

:

produce

it i raised in Alabama,

Miminippis
‘In India

Asia

tivated only in the
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Pliny
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wisebt
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Your
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toa

we

orem.

grou
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votipation

fs

he Spanidh.
b they [

wood

« little ol

35 B. 18mo * DP. 260,

uC

gph

ain

bt

verse

more

than a wile distant. Dr. Jamieson asserts
that le heard every word of a sermon at

a distance of two

miles.

A mother

church, dated 1707, is his item;
making a noise in church, Ann

gospel.”

And as they éame

the mercyof

000, last year graduated six hundred and
sixty physicians, rejecting one hundred
and eight jpplicants. In the same time
the United States, with a population of
40,000,000 graduated three thousand physicians.
‘

41,

What

is bound

up

in the

beart of a

Whoais like

43.

What 1s the prayer of the slothful?

a madman,

who

ecasteth

3 4

[Answers requested from younger readers.)
Answers.

29. The rightcons runveth into it and is
safe.
Prov. 18: 10,
30. Three thousand proverbs, one thousand
and five songs. 1 Kings 4: 32.

81.

Of trees,
&ec.

1 Ringed: 83.

82. Hezekiah, 2 Kings
20: 1.
:
Answered by Robert Henry Brooks, Coalmont, Pa. No. 30 was answered 4 Annie L.

Strout, North

Mariaville,

Me.; 81, by E. A,

Hapworth, North Mariavilie, Me. : 32 by Mrs.
Frances E. Penney, North Muriaville,

e.

Fiterary Bebieko,
ey,

ofC

r the
Boston:

Way. Br. A. 22
James R. Osgood & Co.

13m. pp. 677. ($3.00.)

at the same time, profitable Way, The coneej;

on which the storles are hubg gives a contig.
uous thread to the whole volume, and at te
same time invites attention from chapter to

chapter until the book is completed. The bio.

graphical portion of it deals with Benjamin
West, Bir Isaac Newton, Samuel Johnson, 0).
iver Cromwell, Benjamin Franklin and Queen
Christina.~The publishers are now located on
Frauklin Square, where. they have a fine Jo.

cality for a good business,
—

Lee & Shepard, Boston, publish 4 historical

pamphlet of64 pagesby Willam W, Whe).
don, entitled, “Siege and Evacuation of
Boston

and Charlestown, with a brief account of Pre-

Revolutionary Public

Buildings,”

It Is iNus-

trated, and the accompanying maps
aid ma.
terially in comprehending
the text, Mr,

Latpdon

buck * close and critical student

0
subject, and
his
a
concise, That it is yes Lo poh
a
said, for the very atmosphere is charging all
such subjects with magoetic attraction,
The
sketch differs,
but not materially, from may

others that have covered the same ground, bo

there seem to be the best of
cepting the present narrative
The description, with wood
historieal buildings of Boston,
ue of the pamphlet.~b0 cts,

reasons for g.
us authentic
cuts, of sever)
adds to the val.
3

ing ofP that is the satisfuction, after

knit

It is, essentiallyin two

volume both s

physical and # political geography although the

physical geography is treated rather briefly.
Euch of the two parts has a. series of special
maps, questions, deseriptions, &c., while suf-

fictent attention fs paid to map-drawing to
make that occupation interesting and profita.

ble.

A few errata inthe present edition will

the

stocking.”

see itn.

high favor

room.

i

the Wool:
din

ey

Parts 13—18 of Zell's Popular Enegclopedis’
(revised edition) ste received.
The revision

is thoroughly done, and, with the addition of
18 colored maps, the value of the

work

1s ap-

preciably increased.
It furnishes a reasonably
complete description of every subject connect.
ed with History, Biography, Geography, Sci-

all, even

“ Ifeverl

Ann sbout , ber ence, Art, Language, Natural History, Botany,

make a suggestion to Emery

Miverslogy, Medicine, Law, Mechanics, ArAnd, indeed, it's the nicest way with every- chitecture, Manufacturing, Agriculture, Bible
body.”
You can’t carry anything out of the History, Church History, Religions, ete. It
world, and you can’t carry round
in 64 numbers, and is fur
Such in ‘it. is to be completed
Always get rid of old relies,”
¢ ¢
oman nished to subscribersat 50 cedly a number.
can be a Queen, why can’t she be a President’ Sample number with map for 20 cents, Horace
‘ There is a difference. She must be bora to King, Agent, Thompsouville, Ct.
Published
dress,it must be beforehand of her preparation.

be a Queen, but she must scramble to be a
President; atleast, until things are quite otherwise regulated than now.”
“One can always

by Baker, Davis & Co. Phila:

Oliver Dison & Co., Boston, have publisted

*¢ A Centennial Collection of National Songs,”
thing, sooner than see with confidence anoth- comprising nol only the American but Gerer usiog it.” “ Morningis morning: Spring is man, Irish, Russian, English, Welsh, French,
spring; nobody, knows how oll the carth fs. Italian, Swedish, Scoteh, Danish, Spanish snd
Here and there is a woman just like that” Austrian national songs. They are ull set to
¢“ What one human being takes pains to ex. music, and make a neat and serviceable volae
10]
BAI
Of
DalFiol
expression, The
plain, or argue, or confess 10 another, is often
book
is
well
packed,
and eheap for the cononly what he wants to make bis own more in-

trust one’s self igthe hsndliug or a dangerous

42.

y

presents history in a cultured, ente

corrected in the second, when we shall ex** Down has to be up; be- pect
be to

railway ride is such a good chance to read
things that are not printed.” * I{ is the ‘toe-

Conundrums.

child?

said

acterize the book, we quote the following: ** A

whilst you

accustomed to see

Bis bottomless,”

Among the many pithy sentences which char-

ED

‘Why has an ocean voyage né fears for phy-

it,

yond a certain mi
?? “Unless you have to
hang there, and look both ways,” said Emery
Ann.
* Until the
Sabbath,” said General
Raustleigh.
be

GERMANY, with a population of 42.000,"

s? Because they are
sickuess.

and after that interesting period, Mi betore

found especially vala.ble to the young,
. for |;

parts, thas presenting in ove

where

bottomless pit,”
even through, and

General Rushiéigh,

transit of Venus
fix the earth's distance
from the sun at 88,073,726 miles.

hard

open space

ded, reflectively, *
“ The way from that

spinster, is to sit three days Jn th poor
pew, and pay a fine of five shillings,”
ThE early computations upon
the late

cause every watch has a spring in it.
What books are most influenced by
times? Pocket-books.

to an

“‘ the Heart of the Mountain breathed right
up to the Heart of Heaven,” a little theology
creeps in.
“ There is_g
way up from anys
where!” said Emery
nless,” she ad-

* For
Bolton,

aults.
.
‘Whyshould a man always wear ‘a wateh
when
he travels in a waterless desert? Be-

and incidents Akt good

any Scripture of the world that ends without a thoroughly familiar.

has

Why is a book-binder a most charitable perfon? Because he often covers a multitude of

desl Pit a the ai

olution, with considerable about a

the abyss,—~Thou
art
there! Thou art there!’
When Margaret, overcome, sinks down by
the rail, looking into the roaring river, she
A Geography just issued by Harper
& Broth.
cries out, ** I ean not. bear it, The weight of ers, New York,
is really one of the best text
everything is upon us,~and that is hurrying, books for
schools that we have &een on that
tearing on, underneath. It is plowing down subject.
Its mechanical features are first
the mountain! I think it is-like all the wrong class, and the text
was evidently prepared by
of the worid,—and the trouble,~and the judg: one acquainted
with
the work of feaching, and
ment!” Aud Patience answers, * There is not to whom
the difficulties of the class room are

fired

;

If the public had kuown that some of the
personages, who figured so pleasantly in
+ Faith Gartney’s Girthood,” * Leslie Goldthwaite,” © ‘We Girls” and “Real Folks,” were
to appear again on the other side of the water,
we think they would have read more carefully

tents, being forty or

ward self discern, acknowledge, or forgive,”
* There's
vo
knowing how
wany Devil's

fifty

cents,

accordingto

covers,

Bridges you get overt in the dark.
And not a
bad way eithér, when you come to think of it.”

We acknowledge the receipt of the following
miscellany :

“ How nice itis getting up to pleasant work
that you bave put by the night before! How
nice the pleasant Mondays are, even after the

From Harper& Brothers, New York: The
Bazar, lustrated Weekly, and novels, enSunday’s stop! The last part of the verse about titled, The, Squire's Legacy, The Dilemmu,
them that ‘die in the Lord,’ is the beauty of Dead Men’s Shoes.
From A. 8. Barnes & Co,, New York: The
it, and bas the promise to our living natures,
* They rest’—not cease~* from their Jabors, International Review for May and June, and

and their works do follow them.’ ”

advance sheets of Dr, Lyman. Abbott's Notes
and Comments on The Acts.

ACHSAH:
A new England Lifes
« Byl
Rev. Peter Pennot. Eo
& Bhep-y
Tee &
ard. 1876. 12mo. pp. 368. ($1.50).

ord of the Year (June pufnber).

From G,W. Carléton & Co, New York : Rec:

QUARTERLIES: ‘Bibliotheea: Sacra; Presby- Some phases of New England character are terian Quarterly and Princeton Review, Bapvery well portrayed in this book, and. some tist Quarterly, Christian: Quarterly, North
quite poorly. It involves the religious ques- Ameriean
Review,
0.00

tion, which is considered
the fashionable thing
to deal with in a certain class of novels nowa.
days, the maia objectbeing to rap orthooxy,
and to pet rationalism.
So in this book ; we

have such characters as Ann Vaxly, who was

a
Harper's, Atlantic Monthly,
oribper’s, Catholic World, Lippincott’s, Pot

ter’s American Monthly,

Arthur's, The San

itaria, St, Nicholus, Wide Awake, The Nursery.

bi

“ parrow-minded,” and Owen Rood, who was
MISCELLANEOUS: National
Temperance
those previous volumes,
Now while reading
“liberal in his views, bound by no creed or Society’s Eleventh Annual Report, Proceed:
*“ Sights and Insights” we are impelled fredogma.” The latter, Mr. Pennot tells us, was
quently to turn again to those former works _*‘a Christian, who called himself rationalist ;” ings of General Theological Libraryof Boston,
The National Sunday School Teacher.
of Mrs. Whitoey, to see. Where we have met
the former was “ a bigot, who ealfed herself a
the characters so familiar in this mew book.
Christian.” Then there is Owen Rood’s moth-|
And the sensatio
on n,
the whole, is pleasant.
It is like. the pleasure of meeting old Acquaints er, asweet.gentle woman; and Achsah Sterne,
MF. Lossing?s history entitled, Our Couadaughter of the self-righteous and hatebet-facances, although one may mot be able at first
try,” Has thus ‘far ‘been’ extended to its five
ed
Deacon,
with
whom
Owen
fell
in
love,
thus
sight to call them by name or locate (he
involving the daughter in tender relations with bundfedth page, which brings the narrative to

LITERARY NOTES.

place of the last interview. '

, “ Sights and Insights” is a work of two vol-

umes, and is, we think, the best of Mrs,

Whit-

ney’s productions. There ate three classes of
readers whom it will entertain, for it may be

said to belong to three departinents of litera-

ture, and while, perhaps, it may not rank first
in either, yet it . is a pleasing combination of
the three. It is & story,a book of travels, and

a collection of practical sayings all iu one.

As

a story it pleases without exciting, and leaves
the reddér rested rather than stimulated. Tts
characters are every day people, and its inci-

dents such as might naturally oeeur. to a party
of travelers.
Patience Strong, her niece
Edith, and companion Ediery Ann,in company
with Mrs. Regis and ‘her ' step-daughter Mar.
garet, sail for Hurope, visiting France, Swit=

zerland and Italy together. . The

first men-

tioned person writes letters to her friend, Rose
Halliday, of the sights she sees and the insights

she gets of character, and so the story. is told.

)| On the passage they met General

Rushleigh,

King, who was engaged 1ohg ago to Faith Gartney,

fourteent

x

finally were:
Mr. Von Loeher affirmg-

Wid | | mouth
Whew of the'putop.
Fou arts

if

thermometer is

zero persons can

2 vols.

century did Europe learn that this
was inhabited, Some Spantieds
deavc
stablis
atter
weke
driven

He forthw

below

Kiary

BY E. A, 8.

population

best cow was choking,

but be flattened as

arctic regions when the

in that love which is stronger than death,
and you will bécome truly one.
EA

oe until the ly part of the

the
FEE

rebound,

against a substance. A musket ball may
be fired through a pane of glass, making
a hole the size of the ball, without cracking the glass; if the glass be suspended
by a thread it will”make no difference,
and the thread will not vibrate. In the

Bible Questions.

brother, or any third person ever presume

‘Arkansas, Flo

iam

/ boy at the door of the hall below, to give
/ him votice the mowent sthe Peeclaration

ence.
Ve ¥ 0S
Y
£0,
. The good old bell-man had stationed a

of

[Answers In three weeks, ]

to come in between you two, or to share

our own country,

the joyous notes of liberty and independ-

republic

A

en
said fo agree with those of the | we may have another volume telling what beThe
little classics” edition
of Hawthorne
works is now complete,
and comprises twenty.’
Germanic races.—Philadelphia Press.
comes of these characters, We like this style, one
volumes.
The
one
before us iy expecially
TrAP-DOOR SpIDERS.
These curious of story-telling, though but few authors could adapted
tathe times, for iis contents

own house, your married state, and your
heart. Let not father or mother, sister or

children must iavé Peis and ber amused

thought otherwise, but they

if not

publish it for the benefit of such persons:
Preserve sacredly the privacies of your

should disapprove, but these lilt

m the

sins which,

ing, and whose life was not all made up
of sunshine and peace, gave: the following sensible and impressive advice to a
married pair of her acqudintance. The
advice is so good and so well suited to all
married people, as well as those who intend entering that state, that we here

most southern

ame,,

little

KEEP YOUR TROUBLES SACRED.
A worthy wife, of forty years’ stand-

strongest
‘of Déasts, ‘abd ‘Would make a
meal'of & man without the slightest hes-

Butif happened, soon afterwards, that
papa and mamma went into the nursery,
and baby was nowhere to. be found, but

» the wailing people of the new’

and

anghdeyour in;their native -j
1 is
rug, pid ‘they aré too fon “and

t

in Wo Ro
le

Boys, this ugly camel represents the

“There is no sin, per sé, “in a ‘lion's
| cub; reat and grown up lions may rave

itation ; but we trust none

you can't get

the joys- and sorrows that belong to you |

harmless.”
Someof the more conservative, ' wish-

nov;

10

possession and shall stay:
rid of me now.”

are;

#nd the. age thas outgrown
v Maryls (little

me

“If you don't like it you can go,” answered the camel; * as for me, I bave got

waxed

r, had_any

are innocent, as well as Drs

‘ann

camel's conduct.

and

how much. worse might their. condition
: personally, and to their families?

dimensions

In an old record book of a Connecticut

soft

the little . creatures

If ‘not,

. ‘become, in consequence of the failure?
: What, too, wouid happen to themselves,

r

This was very disagree-

whole body in.

Behold how lovely and graceful

sprightly

tems /question to them. Would {he
~~ Stated, so poor and feeble, be able to

maintain

haieed Selgin, have been. found, pi,

the

able to the miller, who complained of the

position from his master, he soon had his

never can be. ’ They are fit only to, tread

10-—th¢y had been considériag the ques-

tigp

up

** see. these

liberty, the patriot Congress was ‘sitting. paws; there is no barm

For twenty-four days—ever ‘since May

.

been distinctly heard talking to her child,
on a still day across a water a mile wide.

had

2s,

when they should find ouf the fatal truth

House, still standing in that eity,

in, then his feet, and meeting with no op-

get hold of a boy or a. young man, and
say to him, ““ You can’t get rid of me.”

devoured alive, and mourning and d

Tt was an anxious and solemn day in
Philadelphia—that Fourth of July, nearly one hundred years ago. In tbe State

The miller made no objections.
Soon the camel asked to have bis neck

continually watched, creep into your lives
unawares. The dram, the quid, the cigar,

natu

children of those fair
lation

~

“Its very cold out here,”said the camel, “1 only want to put my nose in.”

evil habits

the

seen it in their native jung

by

tent.

un-

r

and warned

their ravenous.

in

sure to come out, even “ther y

Gircle,

One night a miller was awakened

his camel trying to get his nose into the

weté full grown, thatda honest : traveler
and seeing these strange auimdls

For such the lever prayer supplies,
When pastors. kneel, their churches rise.”

fo tella large story-—till ! be came ; ‘ont as
a full grown liar!

are going down hill,it is hard to stop!

and brought up with the children

:

loan

that you are in the right way, for when you

from Numidia,

‘Which Satan loves to blow away.
And bere; behold! as I am born,

Fomaly

ol

in a certain place, ‘engaged the menag-

but those who ordered them

- * Come in, my brother,” said the pastor,
“Perhaps my trouble you can master,

:

where are many other relics of those memTwo boys began by bantering each
orable days.
The country has grown other, till they got a-going and coulgn't
several volumes, with different people
great and powerful. The favor of God stop, They separated with black eyes creatures make real doors to their dwell | make
The
ing-places.
The doors are fitted with. | as heroes, so chnsistent with each other.
has rested upon us, and now considerably and bloody noses!
solid hinges, made so that they will fall ordinary way of a novel is to leave a couple
more than thirty millions of people reDid you hear about the young man by their own weight, and shut into: the as soon as they are married, as if that’ was the
joice in the blessings purchased for us stealing from his master’s drawer? He opening like a cock. Some of Lhe spiders end Instead of being about the beginning of
For these life.
by the blood and the FEardships of our ‘came from the country a promising boy. even make double doors.
pur
dduble doors, one of which shall open as
The sights described io the book are ‘almost
fathers.
But the rest of the clerks went to the if it were from without, and the other ohas interesting as the story. As the party trave
Over thirty millions! And, thank God!
theater and smoked, and he thought } be ly from within, there is certainly much to els from place to place, Patience constantly
more than four millions of these thirty— must do so too. He ‘began thinking he be said. There is something almost comwrites descriptions to her friend Rose,
They
a larger number than all the people of
given of the spider, are more charming than a regular bookof trav,
would try it once or twice. He got a-go- ical in the account
who, when her first door ‘was destroyed, els would be, for they are written with an
the colonies together when the Declaraing and couldn't stop. * He could. not re- and lier second threatened,
was finally caption was passed—are slaves no longer!
a set
sist the temptation when he knew there tured with her back ser against the door, enthusiasm in which a person writing:
book would hardly dare indolge. The deAll free! Oh that the old Liberty Bell at was money in the drawer. Ile got a-go- resisting
with all the power of her legs this scriptions
of the mountains of Switzerland and
the Centennial could be hoisted again in
violation of her territory.
0
ing—he will stop in prison,
the Art of Italy are very fine.
!
its place, on the venerable Independence
THERE is evidence that an enormous
Aud yet We are not sure but the great
Some young men were,some years ago,
Hall, its broken side mended, its iron in the habil of meeting together in a room Species of ox existed in Ohio in ancient charm of the book lies in the lessons drawn
tongue set free, and the sound of its joy- at the public house, ‘to enjoy. them- times. The Natural History Society of from surcougging circumstances, and the wise
ous notesbe heard ringing out again: seives”—to drink and smoke. One of Civeinnati has recently acquired what sayings to He found on every puge. Constant.
were at firs supposed to be a Pain of im- ly the members of the party are learning les.
‘ Liberty throughout all the land, unto them, as he was going there one evening, mense
horns. They were
dug out of sons from the objects they see, which shall be
all the inhabitants. thereof I"—Congrega- began to think there might he danger in
ravel about eighteen feet below the sur- of value to their life here and hereafter, Betionalist,
the way. He stopped and considered a face, on Brush Creek, in Adams County. fore Mont Blane, by the beautiful fall of Are
Instead of being
the horns themselves,
penuz, watching the waters fall over and over
moment, and then said to himself, “ Right they provedto
the cores, which are
AN ORIENTAL SERMON ON DANCING. about face!” He dropped his cigar, went not more than one-third as Tong as the again as they dish down the mountain side,
Patience Strong pauses’ to say, *‘ Over and
A LION, WITH A TALE.
back to his room, and was never seen at horns in which they were enclosed; yet over, spilled and
gathered up! How much is
they
measure
almost
six
feet
from
tip
to
Six of the young.
This story, which was written by a the public honse.
done over and over, for us and in us)” And
tip,
and
their
circumference
is
twenty.
The rest. got two inches,
traveler familiar with the far East, hits men followed his example.
at the Gorge du Trient, where the river rushes
through the heart of the mountain, hundreds
off a recent discussion so keenly, that it a-going, and could not stop till they Janda tallow candle be placed in a gun of feet below daylight, she recites, * Whither
ed most of them in a drunkard’s grave. andIF shot
will be enjoyed by all parties.
at a door it will go through with shall I go from
thy Spirit? Whither shall I flee
Beware,
boys,
of
the
first
cigar
or
chew
Once there was a very curious. eustom.
out sustaining any injury; and if a musket from thy presence? If I ascend
up into heavAll the wealthy and aristocratic families of tobacco. Be sure, before you start, ball be fired into water, it will not only en—if I descend into

.

land

pine-crowned

that

in it, | began at first to stretch the truth a little—

a jt. yas juke ow Sind

;
forests

solemn

through

streams

made

.

One made her dwelling where the ‘maples
glow,
And Hay

*

turesand customs of their ce in all es- | cially to’ Edith. Through various ‘windings | most forbidding eXamples of the former, sug
:
* 00ULD
Sore of the names of | love leads thém along, till Margaret ud the oply. the most attractive of the latter, os
|
e
t
boys
Tos
og
rs Way Tn
Thi Sia'the
8 E00.
TAInY HOF Bet | sential
rE ous ab
And functionaries, as well a3 a| General come into placid waters, and the fut-|
(01 Gol)
mami
day,
in
17%
“
Bat
alas!
the
‘old
bell
into
difficulty—** they
get
going
ant
ow fragmental e
ressions, are said fo be
ure looks bright for Stephen and Edith,
From
To
gun
rou HISTORY
AND
i "i
hangs in the belfry no longer. Many | they can’t stop.” The boy who tells lies | clearly’ German. In their tombs fair | past experience of Mrs, Whitney's’ facultyof px. B Satin iol Hawtho 4
4
pe
Fcbmied
Mirst peIndependence

fired
Tula
de e giad time
on Ale

now Mrs. Armstrong, who, With her husband
and two children, are also on board the ship,

Miss Euphrasta Kirkbright also reappearsin
this story, = i
‘I'he romarice of the fry volame turns upon
the fact that Mrs, Regis falls in love with the
General, who, himself, is charmed with Mars

ah

or aa

logs wot utderstaud the git

the use’of
himself

dn, Wo, Gil.
Ho, aticho
g's. party and. espe

to Patience

a person whom her father

cordially hated.

the beginning
of the eighteenth’ century. A

excelleice of this hisThen there'was Achsah’s Aunt Emily, “ who critfe says of it, “ The
had a good deal of sentiment hidden’ beneath a tory seems even greater than it is when we
rough exterior,’ who had once felt the tender realize how few voluminous histories have
; neither Bancroft
passion, but had lost ber lover, and was wed- been written of our country
ded iustead to a broken fan, a daguerrgotype nor Hildreth come anywhere near onr own
of “ a clear-eyed young man, of twenty-five,” day,and while,perhaps,no historian of the high
and a package of letters, yellow
This Aunt

favored

the

suit, and

herself opposed not ouly to the

Ann

Vaxly,

both

of whom

can approach nearer than they have
with age. est onder
done, we deserve at leasta readable record of
Deacon but to those later national events from whichwe are
thus fou

declared

that

not yet able to. make correet philosophical debook a the public has secomplshed this work

Rood was a barbarian, and doomed to damnation. Thus one may picture to one’s self the
course of the story,
in which the . hard. Puri
tanic element. on.one, side . clashed. with, the

ductions., No writer who, has yet offered his

involving

don; from the manuseript recently discovered.
It contains notes in Milton’s handwriting from

generous
and tender sentiment of the others
many

estrangements,

heartaches

and domestic woes. : But inthe course of time,
after a great many changes
Had comé over the
lives ‘of these and other persondiges’ iti the
book, after Achsah had been pledged by her

father to marry

Elder

Moor, but’ had ' re

fused and ‘Been disinherited by him, Otven

With ahility approaching Mr, Lossing’s.” :
(Anautotype: fac-simile edition of Milton's
Commonplace

Book ita be published in Lon:

upward,of eighty works, read. by. bim, nd

these notes are in general. his deductions, a0

notmere.gxtraets from the works read. There
by four, or. five, differen
are other. eutries
x Iton’s dictation.
made at

hands, presnmably
returded fro Earope atid ie dnd AdHgih were The
MB. ts ‘quarto sfze, Wud contains eighty
wedded. Tt is an absorbing story, and one written pages. i i
gi lth

which can be read with profit.

characters are overdrawn,
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The Fall Term of the Theological School con-t
nected
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begins Tuesday, Au.
rther Insormaiion address the
D., or Professor John
D.

to him, ‘“‘Maké

the

subject

of this

botice.

Sister

seventeen years; and was soon

by Rev.
A. Files, and united

church, in Woolwich:

a prism.”

Once

To

which he rephed, “I don't know how.”

His mamma did not think that a very
good answer, so she waited to seeif he
would not say something which showed
more interest, By and by be said, .** Mamma, what is a prism?” "She told him it

was a three-sided piece of glass which

She

and ever mal
Christian integrity.

after

loved

IKE SEMINARY

Anniversary Exercises, June 22, 1876,

good,

d principles
of sound
When the hour of death
E. G: PAGE.

FLORA G., only

daughter

of Sargent and

Lydia Rowe, died in Georgetown, Me., April
4, aged 21 years and 6 months.
SisterR. was

religiously inclined from a

child.

The

qu

tions she would ask her mother, the ronan
conversations upon spiritual things,
indicated
a marked development of her moral nature,

when very young.

She was gentle,

kind

Omg

and

cheerful, happy herself, so making all bappy
in the home circle, where she was the center
of attraction.
Daring her protracted illness,
che never murmured, —always
‘resigned—confiding og in Jesus to the lust, She earnestly
besought ber friends to
come to Christ and
irepure to meet her on
other shore.
She
died
as only the Christian dieth, peacefully
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(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)
Fall Term begins August 22, 1878,
(Vacation of two weeks.)
‘Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
This School was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No
primary. imatruction., With three carefully ar
ranged courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary
and English Course. We are prepared to fit
students for any college in the land, orto givea
thorough English and Scientific
preparation for
the active dutiesof life.. For
loge; address the Principal,
TRVING B. SMITH.

came, she sweetly fell asleep in Jesus,

Ve

The card, of which this is a fac-simile, is print:
ed on heavy tinted p
, and is well
to
meet the long-felt Nani of Christians,
and win
be found very useful
for general
bution.
Another card, “To the Thoughtless,”(a companion
to the one above) is also ready.
Sent te any address, postage-paid, for $1.50 per thousand. Address all orders to
8mé
W. G. HAGAR,
Dover, N.H.

CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.
eneral Examinations, June 19, 20, 21, 1876,

F. B.
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manner as possible. Expenses are moderate.
Send for a catalogue.
Lewiston, Me.
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ple have learned
A
young
clergyman,
at’
the
first
wedgive,—these
are
the
strong
men,
the
spirhoped,
that on the return of summer he would
to do without 4

A matterof

New Hampton, N.H.:July 20. 1875

sickuess

escorted her to the mansion which the Saviour
{| bad 'prepared., Her near relatives now on

years ago, Baron James de Rothschild that’ he is a weak man; itis his passions
was a patron. - Chancing $0 pass a stand that ‘are strong,—he, mastered by them,
ut cheaper pg an opty Areas
's weak. You mus{ measure the strength,
is adjusted
so that the same
t of where some pretty young ladies were in- of a man by the power
of feelings e
he asked, in a banterfog tone,—
labor cafilbt
same
t
the
subdues, not by ue owes of ‘those which
and Soniforts |
necessaries
LAS. in.or-|
Vell, my dears; what can [ do for suodue him,
And
hence ‘composure is
youz
dinary Hues, t Wh uch
tbe
yery
often
the
highest resultof strength.
*“Ah, Baron,” said one,
wages and the price o ere Handise com
Jou can give
id we never sec a man receive a fla
us your autograph.”
pare with those
«of ** flush” i)
in other lines

for holy

she longed to ** go home” us she frequently
expressed it. On her death bed she evidently
had «4 vision of the fair land beyond, and when
past the power of speech, beckoned appar-

STRONG OHARAOTER.
Strength of charucter consists of two

ness and greed in money-getiing; bul
before whose frown domestics tremble,
here is a story which shows that even a and
whose bursts of fury” make the chil

Rothschild may be entrapped by a pretty
young lady :
;

fact rites generd " are. midoh

|,
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CENTRAL

PITTSFIELD, ME.—Courses of study
for both sexes, College
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?
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3
Winter ‘Term Dogias
vember
&, 1875.
8 Feb, 7, 1876.
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~ GUIZOT'S DECLARATION,

of the situation, and

of without taking deliberate aim, and
important, you dance and sing daring a battle.

said: ' «Yes,

course, it's solemn and
. | kuow, but it's a: very bappy time after
all, when ' the péople love each other,

sufferings were intense,

often

‘poor time to prepare for Sleruly

O-00-4
*+ro-re

breath was a struggle.

The Rev. Dr, Cuyler says that the his,
The first page of the will of M. Guizot Shull we go on with the service P. *¢ Yes,
contains the following:
;
yur riverence,” {
both replied, and tory of the song which Mr. Sankey sings
Nie," "is
were soon made one. in the bonds $0 often, ** The Ninety and
‘tI die in the bosom of the Reformed ofthey.matrimony;
and that young minister curious. *‘ Itoriginally appeared in the

Christian Chureb: of France, in ‘which I
‘Was born, aud in which ,1 congratulate is. now very careful
the solemn
myself on having been borny : In remaincouples,
ing always connected
with ber,
I exer-

‘how

he EB rodadon

corner of an American

fully a% the last.

Tnus ended all

every

asleep

peave~

of the

ho) ited

years. ago,

earth.

opkinton,

No H.,

With the I Be. ik 1ist_chuteh,
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suf-
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Sho wh bupiized by av. 9; Li ni

newspaper, . from

%iéw of marriage to timid the pen of Miss E, C. Clephave,

«She fell

when

ferings of one more of God’s saints

thirty-seven

Condensed

'He¢' In

in

she with her

family moved to Papiay: Wis., und soon after
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put lence to endure,
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Fall Term opens Angust 23, 1876.
ha dred
ngs, necessary ding he ever bad; thought it was a ‘very itual heroes.
regain his health, but in an’ unexpected moa
.
:
Winter Term opens
ecember 6, 1876.
neither to comfort mor happiness, and goad time
0
--b
' ment he passed away. He lenves a wife, one
Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.
to impress on the couple be++
g ore him the solemnity of the act. **I
often direct] injurious, The perniciots|f,
aod a large circle of friends to
e Institution is one of the largest and best
of China, such as it is, con- daughter,
in the state, Terms moderate. Send for Catamoura his death,
:
F. A. PALMER,
custom of * treating” has been largely hope; Dennis,” he said to the man, * you sistsThe ofarmy
"1,200,000
“
logue.
men,
'
stationed
at
discarded ; the trashy book agent and im- hiaye well considered this solemn step in various
parts of the.empiré over an ‘area MRS. JUDITH A. BUSWELL, wife ‘of the
portunate peddler of gew-gaws bave beén lile.”
Whitestown,
i
On Oneida
dn Cou
Co ow Re
No
X, , gut
July LNs
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“1 hope so, your riverence,”
15,000,000 miles. Whenever the. army late Isra Buswell, fell asleep. in Jesus, Feb,
kicked out ; people have learned that ex+ auswered Dennis, ‘It’s a very impor- 0f
12, 1878, aged
—— years. She was a great
EBANON
ACADEMY
.—G.F,
CHASE,
is
ordered
to
tents
for a night the officers
for many year, but patient and cheertravaganee is foolish ag well as dangerous, tant step you're
taking, Mary,” said the and men scour the immediate neighbor- sufferer
ful while consumption was wasting oer fruil L= M., Principal, with full board of teachand in short are coming to show,a prudent minis
rs.
" Tot sir, T'know 4 it ig,” re-|hood » and rob and plunder to such a de- body
almost to a skeleton. During the lust
fitted for business or the best colleges.
common-sense in the ‘use-of raoney, inlie
y
whimpering. - + Perhaps
we gree that the acrival of the military at monthsof her sickness the vail seemed, at 8 pring Term,
of To weeks, begins May 2, 1876
stead of throwing ii away. That which Dad betros wait awhile,”
times,
(0 be lifted while she held sweet coms
all
Term
opens Tuesday Sept. 5, 1876.
Por
we
any
point
is
regarded
by
the
inhabitant
s munion face to fuce with the blessed Jesus,
costs most is most prized, and there is a had, your riverence,”
For
particulars,
dddress the principal or
in Dennis. as disastrous as a plague.
“fo fighting,
kLIRU HAYES, Sec. Trustces.
entreaties
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satisfaction now in"bufing. little doniforts The minister; hardly chimed
expecting
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W.
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which was not félt when a surfeit of good pulsonat application ‘of his exhortation,
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the Fitchburg Railroad was owing to
boring of these insects.

the

Mrs. A. T. Stewart and
the finest quarter

Judge Hilton

of Garden

City,

which will also be the tomb of Mr.
art,
and amemorial of him.
San Francisco

had

I.,

Stew

a $300,000

fire,

on

Thursday night.
L014
The world-renowned painting of ‘‘ The
Prodigal Son”

was

totally

destroyed

by

fire in Cincinnati, Friday night.
The general Presbyterian

:

assembly* will

locked

the

department

HAVING NO ROAD FENOES.

the brake-

An impression is quite common that the
law requires ‘roadside fences. ‘This is
not the case in most, if any, of the States,

the

in

some

again,

he

stove door

N. 8., was sunk off Nantucket on

the

23d

instant, and four lives lost.
FOREIGN,

" The

Spanish

colonial

minister

states

that the occupation of the Sooloo_ Islands
will be permanent, and

that

ports will be

established for the protection

of

com-

"said; “ When your father and mother

for-

sake you, Johnny, do ‘you’ kiow whe will

take you up?
who?”

¢‘ Yes, sir,” said he.

said the friend.

‘ And

“The police,” was

Johnny’s reply.

A young lady of Hardin

Co., Iowa, who,

merely to show her knowledgeof business

affairs, drew up dnd signed a hundred dol-

lar promissory

note

at a party several

institution

will

accommodate

800

pu-

pils.
£
?
Hon.
John W. Johnson,
of Madison,
Minn., has given the sum of five thousand
dollars to the Minnesota: State University,

It is rumored that others will follow.

The
prices.

It is stated that prices are lower thn for
thirty years, and the prospects are discouraging. The mills in some parts of
Lancashire will be closed during Whitsuntide.
;
A business man occupies an entire page

of a recent number of The London News
in setting forth the excellence of the goods

exhibited by him at the Centennial,

advertisement

languages.

is in

‘sixty-four

His

different

:

:

" «There are now in the British artillery
seven field-officers to every six ‘captains ;
in the engine
threeers
to two; in the line
two to seven. In America the proportion
is, engineers four to ‘three; artillery and
cavalry five to twelve; infantry three to
:
ten.
A mint is about to be established in Per-

and when

the

title

the road

reverts

to

the

landlords on either side. While used as a
public highway the abutters havea right

to cultivate down

By abolishing

to the traveled path.

roadside

fences,

therefore,

We save a great expense in: fencing, increase ‘the amountof arable land, make

ing students who

speak

the

Scandinavian

lent, put
an end to the great: nuisance of
roadside weeds,
and convert the whole

at Williamstown,

+ shire, recently purchased for $62,800, was
cut from the fra
andme
on Thursday night.

his been offered. for

‘the

thief.

.

Am

*

Monte-

:

sanssase
os23888u
sey

, and prices are almost alto

mercy of the buyers.
ran fat shiojob old factory;

with peat, and swarhp, mud, and then
filled with water, Early in spring he
placed
several water lily roots among
the earth

the senses, with their beauty and fra¥ |
grance.
REMOVING Moss. The removal of moss
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be | Northern
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ror

homes.—¥.
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Edward

large

Porto Rico, ¥ BOA »vasesanssssnssncess
New Orleans, new, ¥gal ...........

cts,
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the en
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USE OF MILK.

erly when cooked,

is one article of diet which all
may take under all conditions,

1

Ay

A

add two tablespoonfuls

of the acid solution to each quart of corn.
Can immediately : seal securely, and put
away in a cool, dry place. When wanted
for use, stir halfa teaspoonful of soda
through. two quarts of corn, and let
it
stand three hours before cooking.
This
remov
thees
acid taste, and the corn is as
fresh as when cooked in the summer,
I
et

Z

There are those who say they can not
take milk, that it makes them biltous, ete.,
but that is not true. A person who is

sick may take milk with the greatest pos-

sible advantage, because it contains in &
form easy of assimilation all the elements

>

essential for maintaining nutrition. It is
the natural aliment of the young. animal

To DYE BLuk.

a
TEN

REASONS

WHY

BEACH WASHING Soar.

—

dat. It is fullWi
2d.
It is

One ounce of prussiate

and certainly answers a good purpose for of potash,
one tablespoonful of copperas,

the old animal, provided it is used properly.

New milk; I do

not

hesitate

ed, in any and

every

condition.

Perhaps

it will require the addition of lime water.

acidity

of the

one of oil of vitriol."

stomach is |

present, and perhaps
a little gentian may

Bring to a boil, then

put in the goods for twenty minutes, stir

to say,

ring ‘them often. Rinse in cold water.
This is sufficient for four pounds, and
may be used for cotton or woolep.
B
Purr

OMELET.

Take

the

yolks

of six

€8gs and the whités of three, beat,
be requisite to stimulate the stomach some- light. Take a tea-cnp of cream (milk very
will
s
hat; ad 16 ity be aay to Eve 1 |answer,) and mix with it very smoothly

Touuifttes

gogo

1,0 im

quarries are used running under ground,
for the first time
to the class entering next ‘Where the temperature is ‘uniform.
The

one tablespoonful of flour, salt and pepper .

to suit the taste;

pour this into the beaten

Mel
a t
great spoonfulof butterin
a pan, and when hot pour in the ‘mixture

1s & useful cement

wood to others of metal, glass,

»

It is under’ the ‘direction
and
Freewill Baptists,
eid
pa ards
all, and
is taken i many of other reli
views, because of its real worth.
i
RuS: $3.00 per year; or,
if paid strictly in
-pance, $2 50.

ANCES

m
one
orders, bask checks, or mustGrafsbe % sosonic
, "Whe
hok
be procure

stone, ete.

d, send the money

Good cabinet-makers’ glué is warmed up
with water to the consistency necessary to

Money thus sent will be at cur risk, and may be
sent at our expense.
:
In

connect wooden objects; then add enough
sifted ashes to bring it to the thickness
of a varnish.

The

plied to the

surfaces

cement should be ap.
of the

objects to be

united when warm,and then they should be |’

pressed together tightly. After cooling and
drying, the surfaces are so strongly united
as to require great Jini to Separate them.

Grinding stones fas enoned
wood,

‘handles

to painter's

stones

and

for grinding

colors, have been used for more than aM

year without

exhibiting

any appearance

of mushroom-beds; another
has six
the direetion of the Faeulty, “either ab the || miles
might, mids little nutmeg ; ‘pour in
teen,
and
80 on through » longlist of ows |WHE
minar
i
s
t
s
s
w
Dakis dish
seminary or if he prefer, jn Europe and
sud bake
an hour, | ¥
| ©ers, x sis
Fatgait : ind
:Bb
4
‘
.
cold; then g beat the‘half
white
ANew THEORY CONCERNING SHAD.’ An
A

B

to fasten objects of Chol shal).

en vie pega

UL

ok Bi
unusually

.

y, | ounce and & quarter of tartaric acid in half
a pint of water.
Cut the corn from the
cob and add water enough to cook it prop-

It'will be offered

Mad

gold

Tumothy seed, ¥ bush...
1.

fathers, ' that. cold water, even
tor, six professors,and from thirty to forty
ice-cold whites that were saved out, which you
pupils. These keep the large . forests .of water, Is a” ‘Most Beneficial '‘drfnk, “afd ‘must have all ready, beaten very light.
|.
the surrounding country in
perfect order. {h¢réfore permit our pa-tients to have it Returt
to the i
oven just long enough fora
The needless ira
4 Sommer in| 88
n 8 ‘they may wish, provided too delicate brown, then slip out on a
dish so
Italy has been of late so great that &' com: | ™0uch is not taken atone time.
that the top part shall reman uppermost.
plete code of forestal laws is being preNow tea, which is a wholesome beverA ViLuaBLeE CmmENT. The following
pared.
doit
age, and with all

dr

been

a
and Prince

marks which our fathers set up, but the the fitting time.— Exchange.
enterprise will be found to result in econCaxNED CoRrN. A sure way to can corn
omy and comfort, and to add’ greatly to | 80 it will keep,
is found by dissolving one | the adornment of rural

enforcement. of the forestal ‘tities and at short intervals, with the hap-

Palestine. fade "a

Flour

Rye F
Corn

Such a school is held already. in the ‘plegt of effects. We have now come to and set the pan in & hot oven.” Whenit |
monastery at Vallambrosa.
It has a direc- : believe, contrary to the teachings of our thickens up, pour over it the other three

Hooker, of New Haven.

d
Ad

State, e
Southern

daily unfolding their petals and greeting

Its eradication may

COFFEE.

Java, ¥b..¥
Maracaibo, ¥ as

at the bottom of his artificial pond, and
thus has a number 6f pure white flowers

ve gun
replanting of the State forests, ‘and to at-. irritable stomfiich, ifSag)‘given
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thought the recent fall of a bridge over
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young grass is entirely
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It is suggested that if some folks desire
to do something extraordinary the centennial year, they had better pay their debts.
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and fill it two-thirds full of rich mold,
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to let stagnant water pass off.
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A monument has been erected on Burial
Hill, Plymouth, to mark the spot where hot day, stopped to rest, and exchanged
*¢ Pat, this
the watch-house was erected in 1643, and views on the labor question:
we're at.”
another to mark the site of the fort built is mighty hard work
«J
is, indade, Jimmy ; but what kind of work
in 1624.
Fifty-one -suicides in Connecticut last is it you'd like if ye could get it?”
Well,”
said the other, leaning reflectively on his
year.
;
A pickerel, three feet. eight inches long shovel and wiping the perspiration with
the back of his ‘hand, * for a nice, aisy,
and weighing fifteen pounds was caught in

of the
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the land down to timothy, ¢lover or. other
grasses. It has little foliage compared
with oats and wheat, and accordingly
does not shade the ground much.
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lows sufficient sunshine to reach the soil
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asters to refuse to receive any more.

the Fourth of July oration at Providence,
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land that will produce no paying crop of
any other grains. Rye is one of. the best
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true.”

through the mails from Vermont

The Hon. F. A. Pike, of Calais will be the
orator.
:
The Hon. Samuel E. Arnold will deliver

since 1862 about

yield hardly anything, that would
paying crops of rye if it was

by the magnificent
bridge which now
Spans the river at that point, and from
that time the numberof shad coming up
has yearly increased.
The past season
has been one of the most successful known
in many years on the Susquehanna.
The
Yield in Columbia alone has been as high
as 3000 to 4000 in twenty-four consecutive
hours.
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The will of Isaac §. Spalding,of Nashua,
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delights in dry, sandy

very

apples, and bake ina quick oven. Blanch
and split in half two ounces of sweet al-
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gasesessdnr

bly limps when in company

from Mr. Hewitt! in explanation to the
»
document.
In the Senate, Friday, a bill was reportem
i « railroad committee, for the
creation of a sinking fund for the liguidation of government bonds advanced to
the Union and Central Pacific railroad
companies.
The
Belknap
impeachment
case was further discussed in secret session. ‘J, H. Patterson was elected doorkeeper of the House, and a large number

N. H., disposes of $700,000.
There is a prospect of a very large crop
of apples and pears in Vermont.
A new life-saving station is being built
at Point Judith, R. I.
y

else

sugar, the
minced

ek 0 G0 fk Bt Bk

was

Rents in Lewiston and Auburn, Me., are
20 per cent. less than five years ago.
Major J. H. Hewitt delivers the Memorial Day oration at Thomaston, Me.

spring, rye

yielded: twenty-five or thirty bushels to | driving the fish back into the bay to seek
the acre, Rye will grow and p pduce very other and quieter spawning grounds. About
four years since the boat was superceded
fair crops on soils so. poor that little

permanently lame from an accident receiv.’ a return for the labor and seed on land
ed some years ago, and who hasa dog that will produce little but white
beans.
which, though perfectly Sound, ** invaria- There are ‘many thonsands of
s of

speech

of private bills were passed.
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fine, and Awo well beaten eggs, Stir the
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in thin small slices and fill the plates, heaping the apples in the center, as it' soon
falls. Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter

region of Illinois very little wheat ‘Went

a eclérgyman and

good man endured. it all, simply remarking as he got out: ** We shall meet again,
my children.”
“ Why = shall we meet
again?” said the leader of the band.
‘Be.
cause I am a prison chaplain,” was the re.
ply.
A Troy paper tells ofa carpenter who is

pied the time of the Senate, Thursday, for
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soil. © After the completionof the road a
steamboat was placed atthe mouth of the
Susquehannah at -Harve-de-Grace, which
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merce to look into the alleged combination
of railroads in regard to the freight tariff.
The Belknap jurisdiction Astion occu-

read to the House,
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Throughout the prairie
about & mile in width, ' This boat, as the
five or six youths who kept scoffing at re- through last ‘winter ‘without “injury, but traffic Increased, was almost in constant
ligion and telling disagreeable stories. The rye came
out all right and generally. pro- motion, day and night plowing back and
probably.

that with closed deodws. The House considered the Louisigna contested election

several hours.

far north

225 pounds.” ; He is cutting a ‘mew set: of; the fall sown wheatis almost sure to be
teeth—to exhibit at the next Centensial Jdlled, fall sown rye is almost sure to sur-

nothing of national interest, excepting the
impeachment busimess.now before it, and
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of the degree of latitude where ‘wheat will
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case was further discussed.
The House
was engaged principally in considering the
naval appropriation bill.
The impeachment discussion was continued in the Senate,
Tuesday.
In the
House the naval dppropriation bill was
passed and the Indian appropriation bill
considered.
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